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To THE City Council and Citizens of Concord:
On the following pages you will find a summary

of your City's operations

for the year 1969.

As you read this report I hope you will feel that the City of Concord has
rendered many essential municipal services in an efficient and economical
manner.
In addition to the regular municipal services during the past year we
have strived to make progress in several other areas. An example of this
is the research and planning we have been doing in conjunction with the
State of New Hampshire and the Federal Government which is related
to a program called TOPICS, which means Traffic Operations Program
to /ncrease Capacity and Safety. We hope that during the next few years
this program will help the City of Concord resolve many of the problems
involved with traffic at key intersections and heavily traveled streets.

After

many

years of delay the City of

Concord

is

now

in the process of

having plans and specifications drawn for the Penacook Sewage Treatment Plant. It is hoped that with the aid of State and Federal funds that
construction on this facility will start early in 1971.
I

of

would like to take this opportunity to thank the Council and
Concord for the help given me during the past year.

John
City
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Ward Councilmen
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

]

Guy

I.

3

4

J.

Gilbert

Upton

Ward
The

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

Frost

George R. Walker
Michael F. Garrett

2

9

5
6
7
8

Roger A. Smith
Maurice B. MacDonald
Wesley E. Haynes
Paul O. Hatch

Kenneth M. Tarr

City Council consists of 15 members, one Ward Councilman from
each of the nine wards who serves for a term of two years and six Councilmen-at-Large whose terms run for four years. The City Clerk acts as
Clerk of the Council.

Councilmen-at-Large

Malcolm McLane

Robert D. Branch
William P. Gove, Mayor

Edna

C.

McKenna

Winfield

P. Phillips,

David

Tardif

E.

Mayor Pro-tem

Ward Councilmen
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1

Guy

I.

Frost

3

George R. Walker
Michael F. Garrett

4

J.

2

Gilbert

Upton

Ward

Ward 5 Roger A. Smith
:.Ward 6 Maurice B. MacDonald
Ward 7 Wesley E. Haynes
Ward 8 Paul O. Hatch
9 Kenneth M. Tarr

Clerk of the Council

Marjorie B. Foote

The City Charter provides that all powers of the city shall be vested in
a council consisting of six councilmen-at-large and nine ward councilmen
and the city clerk shall act as clerk of the council.

A

total of 22 meetings were held, 12 regular, 3 special,
public hearings.

Twenty-seven ordinances and

sixty-five resolutions

1

recessed

and 6

were passed.

Nine finance meetings were held pertaining to the 1969 budget. The
grand total of the budget passed was $3,688,846.00.
During the year the City Council passed two resolutions pertaining to
changes in the City Charter, (1) setting up a Board of Registrar of Voters
and (2) compensation for Councilmen. Copies of these resolutions, together with a resolution which passed in December of 1968 relative to
meetings of the council, were forwarded for legislative action. The Legislature acted favorably on the amendments to the City Charter so that

city council

referendum questions were printed on the municipal

amendments passed

—

ballot.

(These

see Elections.)

Major actions

of (he City Council
Building code and plumbing code

Codes were changed and for the

first

time the City collects fees

when

issuing building permits.

Broad base tax

The

City Council again petitioned the

New Hampshire

General Court

for passage of law.

Child day care

facilities

Governed by ordinance.
Concord Housing Authority

Approved application relating to the United States Housing Act of
1937 as amended, in that the Housing Assistance Administration provide financial assistance to Local Public Housing Agencies in providing
low rent housing by leasing dwelling units in existing privately owned
structures.

Drug A biise
Mayor authorized

to

appoint a Concord Citizens Committee to make

reports to the City Council.

Historic district

Lines changed.

Land

use plan

Accepted

certificate

on Resolution adopting plan and the book.

Municipal election
Canvassed returns submitted by the ward

Parking

officers as

required by law.

lot

Leased land on Pleasant Street, former site of the Sacred Heart School,
for municipal parking lot. Also installed four-hour parking meters.
Pierce

Manse

Enlisted the aid of the citizens of the City

and

State as well as con-

cerned parties in order to save the Pierce Manse from demolition.
8

Sewage treatment
Authorized the City Manager to enter into a contract in behalf of the
City with the Town of Boscawen relative to a joint sewage facility.
Special election, xuard eight

To

fill

the vacancy by the death of Representative

Urban Renewal

Donald

J.

Welch.

(area)

Granted petition to relocate a portion of Centre Street between North
Main and North State Streets. Conveyed Urban Renewal Parcel No. 5-4
(parking lot rear of Angelo's Restaurant) to Concord Housing Authority-

USS Concord
In appreciation of

which now hangs

gift to the

in the City

combat

stores ship, City received a

plaque

Council Chamber.

Vietnam servicemen
resolutions honoring PFC William R. Douillette, Jr., Warrant Officer Douglas E. Stover, PFC Gary Towle and Specialist 4 Ronald L. Olson.

Approved

ELECTIONS
The Municipal

Election was held November 4, together with the election of school board members. Separate ballots were used. The results of
the school election were returned to the School Department and the
results of the Municipal Election were returned to the City Clerk.
The municipal ballot contained three referendum questions pertaining
to changes in the city charter and were passed by a vote of the people.
The results are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

"Shall the provisions of an act entitled, 'An act providing for compensation to councilmen in the City of Concord' passed at the 1969
session of the legislature, be adopted?"

Yes

2976

No

1525

"Shall the provisions of an act entitled, 'An act providing for centralized voter registration with the city clerk in the City of Concord'
passed at the 1969 session of the legislature, be adopted?"

Yes

3235

No

1228

"Shall the provisions of an act entitled, 'An act relative to the meetings of the city council of Concord' passed at the 1969 session of the
legislature, providing that when the regular Monday council meet-

ings fall

on

a

Holiday they

shall be held

Tuesday, the next day, be

adopted?"

Seven candidates

filed

result of the election,

Yes

4431

No

217

for the three offices of councilmen-at-large. As a
C. McKenna, Winfield J. Phillips and C. Ed-

Edna

win Howard were elected councilmen-at-large.
Eighteen candidates

filed

Ward

ward councilmen and
ward councilmen were elected:

for the offices of

result of the election, the folloAving

as a

During this pasi year, the steadily advancing urban renewal program has
picked up speed, especially as far as the general public is concerned. The
basic preliminary paper work which is vital but never glamorous has
been translated into more action that all may observe, and a number of
the special aspects of the program have been given the spotlight of publicity, thus attracting widespread interest and attention far beyond the
limits of the City of Concord, even in other states.
Thirty properties had been acquired by the Agency prior to April 1,
1969, and the remaining eighteen have been acquired during this last
year. Of the total forty-eight properties, only five were bought through
condemnation proceedings. In the cases of Atherton's store, the B.P.O.E.
building, and Angelo's Restaurant building, the Court granted occupancy
to the owners until March 1, 1970. In all condemnation actions, the
Authority placed funds equal to the assessed value of each property in
Court, which money became available to the owners upon request pending settlement of the cases. As a further step toward consolidating the
project land, the City of Concord turned over the municipality-operated
parking lot situated between Angelo's and Storrs Street, as this land will
be important in the imminent construction of the new Bridge Street.

The

City of Concord received a credit of $50,400 for its Parking Lot and
tax credit of $48,208.74 which does not include an additional
amount of $25,178.94 which was paid in real estate taxes to the Tax Collector. These credits become a part of the City's share of total Project

a

total

costs.

The

relocation of people and businesses in the Project area leaves little
to be done. Originally, there were 63 families to be moved. There
is now just one remaining, in the building that may be the last to be
razed. All the 48 individuals (as opposed to families) formerly in the area
have been aided in finding new quarters. The 31 businesses are now reduced to 5. Of these, Angelo's and the Elks Club will be oyt not later
than July 1, 1970, by agreement. The three remaining businesses now in

more

urb an renewal agency

the Lyster Building on North Main Street will be reduced to two when
the Prescription C'.enter returns to occupy its own new building at the
new corner of Centre and Main Streets. The other two businesses are
small enterprises that should find other locations without too much difficulty in the remaining time.
It

should be pointed out that the total costs of relocation amount to
all of which is reimbursible to the Agency by the Federal

$147,323.45,

Government.
striking aspect of Urban Renewal to the general public is the
demolition process, and last year was a big year for demolition. The
former building containing Fanaras Drug Store was removed; the entire
area between Centre Street and Montgomery Street, to the Project
Boundary, was cleared; the broad expanse between Montgomery Street,
North Main, Pitman, and Summer Streets was opened up except for the
Franklin Pierce House, the Lyster Building and two small adjacent structures. Between North State and Summer Streets the two sites were cleared
to make way idtimately for apartment redevelopment. Along the east
side of North Main Street, the entire block between Storrs and Bridge
Street was opened up except for the Elks Building and Angelo's. This
large demolition program, undertaken by two different contractors under
separate bid procedures, included approximately forty-one structures.
Prior to the razing process, after all utilities were severed, the buildings
were treated to protect the neighborhood from rodents and vermin. Afterward, the sites were subject to fill and grading to minimize any hazards,
and also to improve the raw appearance of the area pending redevelopment.

The most

The Agency has worked with the Pierce Brigade in its effort to relocate
the Franklin Pierce House, and suspended action on removal of the
House until the organization could assemble the necessary documentation and fimds to restore the building at another location. If the organization can meet all the local requirements and expenses in reference to
its proposed relocation plan, the Agency is prepared to underwrite the
moving

costs.

Mention should be made

of the general

management and administrative

problems of this active Urban Renewal program, a phase little known to
other than the staff. After buildings were acquired by the Agency, some
were vacated in one moving operation. In others, containing roomers
and /or apartment dwellers, the vacancies grew in piecework fashion as
new homes became available for one family or individual after another.
The management responsibility became a tidal wave of urgent matters.
These included contacts for possible relocation between present tenant
and potential landlords; maintenance and repair of heat, water, power,
and sewer services; endless patrols and inspections of premises; remedy
of storm damages; lockup of vacant premises, and key identifications;
extermination services and utility terminations prior to demolition; collection of rentals;

review of moving bids and moving arrangements;
name the most important phases.

inspection of available homes, to

12

Last year was the time when extensive advertising of the Disposition
Parcels took place, and "Preliminary Submissions A" were received. It was
also the year in which the money market became severely tight. This
factor eliminated from competition a number of developers with whom
the Director had conferred from time to time about building in the
Project Area. Parcel 1 was found to have no commitment, although two
motel organizations have continued interest in it, with further action
depending upon the availability of funds. A firm commitment was forthcoming for Parcel 3, for which the Prescription Center offered for review
the plans for a new building. International Business Machines stepped
forth with a development plan for Parcel 9. Exeter Realty showed its
intent to construct apartments on Parcels 11 and 12, with the availability
of funds again a factor.

The

revision and improvement of the street plan is, of course, a vital
element of the Project Plan. Toward this end, the Director participated
in the City's preparation for letting the contracts on street improvements,
coordinating these plans with the utility companies. The relocation of
Bridge Street including the new overpass over Storrs Street posed special
problems because of the Court's order in permitting two buildings to
remain in Parcel
for so long. However, the Director resolved these in
developing a tight time schedule for the demolition of the buildings coordinated with the necessary contract for the State Department of Highways and Public Works to begin the Bridge Street work, with the approval
of the Bureau of Public Roads. At the same time, the City reminded the
utilities that all services in the Project Area must be underground. Arrangements were also made to prepare for certain street closings and land
donations to the Agency, as stipulated in the Plan.
1

The

rehabilitation program for buildings remaining in the Project Area
made progress. The completion of a home improvement program for a residence on North State Street marked the first such program
under a Section 312 Loan in the State of New Hampshire. A second home
improvement program under a Section 115 grant was also completed.
Another "312" approval is being awaited from the federal office. Nearly
all properties eligible for Rehabilitation have undergone primary review
by the Agency and the City inspection representatives. Suggested programs of improvements and renovation are in various stages of prepara-

has also

tion.

In March of 1970, the Authority advertised for the private financing of
$1,000,000 in Project Loan Notes. Three bids were received, the lowest
being submitted by Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York at a rate of
4.10% with a premium of $37.00. This favorable rate is a matter of much
interest in view of the current tight money situation. It might be noted
that one year ago the same amount of loan notes were purchased at

4.33%.

No significant changes in staff have taken place. Principal staff members
continue to be the Executive Director, his Assistant, who serves as Rehabilitation Officer, and the Relocation Officer, who also serves as full time
Administrative Secretary. Part-time help is used on a limited basis.
13

Director has continued his program ol publicity and promotion for
the Autliority through numerous speeches before civic, church, and fraternal organizations, through close contacts with the newspapers and
radio stations, all of which have kept the public well informed of the
jjrogress in making ilic (;aj)iiol Plaza North Urban Renewal Project a

The

reality.

mention should be made ol the \ery fine cooperation tendered
by the Mayor and C^oimcil of the City of Concord, the City
Manager, the CHty Engineer, the Building inspector, the Fire Department, the ;\ssessors' and Tax Clollector's offices. Radio Station WKXL, the
Concord Monitor, the Manchester Union Leader, the New England Real
Estate Journal, the Citizens' Advisory Committee, and many others.
Special

this office

14

All meetings of the City Council and Finance Committee, together with
ordinances and resolutions passed, are recorded by the City Clerk. She
prepares agendas and linnishes copies of all items on the agenda to Council members and the news media on the Friday prior to the Monday night
meeting; prepares notice of service on abutters of public hearings on the
site and publishes notice of public hearings to be held by the Council as
required by law; publishes copies of all ordinances passed in two places,
on the bulletin boards at City Hall and the Police Station.

The City Clerk's Department received and deposited $12,473.50 in the
City treasury for various recordings and issuance of licenses. This year the
department really felt the cut of the effect of the title law in the recording
of commercial code statements, Approximately 696 of these statements
were recorded, which amounts to one-third of the number recorded a year
ago.
The Department

recorded 279 discharges on personal property, 53 petiand wire record book and 5 hospital liens, and issued
2045 certificates of record, 93 cemetery deeds, 23 resident certificates,
477 marriage licenses, 20 taxicab licenses, 106 taxicab operators licenses, 2152 dog licenses, 8 kennel licenses. Also licenses were issued for
billard tables, bowling alleys, coin operated amusement machines, employment agency, junk dealers and accepted 25 filings for municipal office.
tions in the pole

Highway

layouts were completed on the following: Poplar Avenue, acceptance of; Allison Street, widening; Cross Street, Penacook, discontinuance
of vehicular traffic between Bye and Merrimack Streets; Newton Avenue,
discontinuance of a portion and also discontinuance of vehicular traffic
over or through most northerly portion; Little Pond Road, relocation
and also discontinuance of a portion; Maitland Street, discontinuance
of a portion; Garrison Street; South Main Street, widening; Pillsbury
Street, discontinuance of a portion and also widening; perambulation of
line

between Concord and Boscawen, Concord and Canterbury and Con-

cord and Loudon.

Amendments

to vital statistic records

including legitimation, adoption

and delayed certificates of birth ran into the hundreds. Also the following
were recorded: 1040 births, 479 marriages and 724 deaths.

records department

PURCHASING
In excess of 7,000 separate purchases were made during the year by the
City of Concord for supplies, equipment, and services at a total value of
$841,299.18, Forty-seven items, at a value of $1,000.00 or more each, were
sent out for bid; eighty-eight formal requests for quotations were sent
out on items valued at over $100.00 but less than $1,000.00; four thousand
seven hundred and fifty-five items, valued at less than $30.00, were purchased on field purchase orders, and over 2,000 purchases were made on
items valued at less than $1,000.00 each. The total dollar value of Field
Purchase Orders amounted to $53,532.62, and $787,766.56 for Purchase
Orders processed during the year.

The

largest single

purchase was for motorized

fire

equipment

in

the

of $92,000.00; additional motorized equipment amounted to
$78,093.98; $25,007.95 was spent for new construction, and $9,550.00 for
demolition of Wirthmore Feed Company building and Sacred Heart
School, old Beaver Meadow Golf Course Club House and a Dwelling at
10 Hall Street.

amount

From

the sale of surplus equipment, sold by sealed bid to the public, the
City realized $8,811.67. The sale of timber from City oAvned property at
the Long Pond water shed amounted to $5,919.73.

PERSONNEL
to City employees on the basis of
merit during the year. In the Fire and Police Departments, merit is
based on the result of promotional examinations administered by the

There were 38 promotions granted

New Hampshire from which a "promotional register" is estabAs vacancies occur, the first name on the register, or high scorer,

State of
lished.
is

selected for promotion.

City of Concord has 357 classified positions. On December 31, 1969,
35 of these positions were vacant. 671 individual personnel actions were

The

personnel and purchasing

processed covering the hiring ol 65 new permanent employees, hiring of
240 temporary employees, separation of 247 permanent and temporary
employees, and various other actions including promotions, suspensions,
service retirements, etc.

An

extensive wage survey and comparison study was conducted over a
two months period of time during the summer of 1969 in preparation
for a proposed general wage increase to be presented to the City Council
as part of each department's 1970 budget proposal. A substantial amount
of time and effort was directed, also, toward labor relations, employee
problems, grievances, safety, and services.

AUDITORIUM
The

City Auditorium was rented for 121 occasions during the year,
realized revenue amounting to $4,005.00.

and

The

long-range cleanup and repair operation of the Auditorium started
1968 continued through the year. One hundred worn theater seats
were re-upholstered; batten ropes impaired by use were replaced, and
peg rail was reinforced; projection booth was re-wired; shabby carpeting
at the rear of the Auditorium was replaced.
in

OPERATION OF CITY HALL
year, the Print Shop was re-wired; basement entrance was
renovated to comply with Fire Department Regulations and Standards;
extensive roof repairs were made to the City Hall and Auditorium, and
an outside sprinkler connection was purchased and installed at City Hall.

During the

17
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During the past year this division has provided field surveys, designs,
plans, specifications and construction inspection on the following projects:

A.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Street Construction

Sewalls Falls Road resurfaced from First Street to Abbott Road,
3,300 feet.
Allison Street realignment at South Main Street, 200 feet.
Guay Street, 150 feet.
Cricket Lane, 125 feet.
Denis Drive, 200 feet.
North State Street widening from Capitol to Centre Street, 500 feet

(Not Yet
7.

8.

Meadow

Built).
Street,

400

feet.

ton Street, total 7,900
B.
1.

2.

3.

4.

—

Hot Emulsion Resurfacing Program
South Street from Lincoln
to Downing Street, South Street from Rockingham Street to Town
line, Blake Street, Rumford Street from Pleasant Street to Washingfeet.

Sanitary Servers

Cottage Court, 200 feet of 8 inch asbestos-cement main and new
house connections.
Meadow Street, 400 feet of 24 inch asbestos-cement main, an extension of the south end trunk sewer.
South Main Street, Penacook, near Hobart Street, 50 feet of 8 inch
pipe across the street.
Inspected and accepted approximately 1,800 feet of sewer mains
built in the Palazzi subdivision, total 2,450 feet.

C.
1.

Storm Sewers
Cottage Court, approximately 200 feet of 12 inch pipe and new
catch basins.

engineering

2.
3.

4.

Allison Street, 45 feet of 12 inch pipe and 2 new catch basins.
Meadow Street, 155 feet of 12 inch pipe and 3 new catch basins.
Plans and specifications completed for Allison-Broadway storm sewer
project and plans begun for Broadway-Rockingham storm sewer
project, total 400 feet.

D.

Sideivalk Construction

1.

East Side Drive, 1,669

2.

South Main

3.

Pillsbury Street, 1,159 feet.

Street,

feet.

Penacook,

2,1

1 1

feet.

4.

Hutchins

5.

Allison Street, 1,055 feet in conjunction with Blue Cross-Blue Shield

parking
E.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

F.
1.

2.

3.

Street,

250

feet.

lots.

Street Layouts, Discontinuances

Layout of intersection of High and Stark Streets, Penacook.
Widening of Allison Street at South Main Street.
Discontinuance of a portion of Newton Avenue.
'^
Layout of Centre Street relocation.
Discontinuance of a portion of Maitland Street.
Layout of Garrison Street.
Layout and discontinuance of portions of Little Pond Road.
Relocation and discontinuances of portions of Pillsbury Street.
Layout of Cross Street Extension.
Widening of South Main Street, Penacook.
Layouts of Dwinell Drive, Spaulding Street and King Street.
Layout of Centre Street Extension.
Miscellaneous
Designed, laid out and supervised construction of the Pleasant Street

Parking Lot.
Prepared plans and specifications and supervised demolition of
Wirthmore Feeds, Old Beaver Meadow Club House, Sacred Heart
School and buildings at 12 Hall Street.
Made property siuveys for land to be acquired for Storrs Street Extension, the Northwest By-pass and land for the Penacook Sewage

Treatment Plant.
G.
1.

Urban Renewal
Plans were prepared for 2 demolition projects including 42 buildings.

2.

3.

4.

Topographic surveys were made and plans drawn for the various
redevelopment parcels.
Plans were drawn for the relocation of Centre Street in cooperation
with the State Highway Department.
Plans were begun for the reconstruction of other streets in the
project area.

5.

Zoning maps and descriptions of zoning changes were prepared.

19

tlie loregoing, all records maintained by this office were
and updated including sewer plans and records, the Assessors'
Maps and Deed Books, the file of official street layouts and the various
street maps and plans which are provided tor the general public. This
office assisted the public as well as other city departments by marking

In addition to

revised

right-of-way lines of public streets in over 60 locations throughout the
Investigating over 45 applications for new drives, sidewalks or sewer
connections, and by providing access to and assistance with the plans and
information on record.
city.
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Land Use Plan
a revision of the Land Use Plan for the City of Concord approved by the City Planning Board in August, 1964. The revised plan
was prepared in compliance with the requirements of the Workable Program for Community Improvement for periodic updating of elements of
the comprehensive community plan. Adoption of the plan, which sets
forth the Planning Board's recommendations for the desirable development of Concord in the foreseeable future, was certified to the City Council as required by statute.

Adopted

TOPICS Program
June on the preparation of a comprehensive Transportation Study and TOPICS (traffic operations program to increase
capacity and safety) Program financed by Federal and City funds. The
work, which is being executed by Tippetts-Abbott-McCarthy-Stratton,
highway traffic planning consultants of New York, will take 18 months to
complete, and will update the Planning Board's Major Thoroughfare
Transportation Study and

Work was

started in

Plan prepared in 1963.
Airport Master Plan

Recommended

that the Ultimate Development Plan of the Airport MasPlan be amended to include taxiway facilities of the westerly side of
runway 17-35, and that the City Manager be authorized to seek concurrence of the State Aeronautics Commission and the Federal Aviation
Agency on the master plan amendment.
ter

Economic Base Study
the Economic Base Study of Concord, New
Hampshire prepared by Edwards and Kelcey, Consultants, of Boston,
Massachusetts. The study was conducted for the City of Concord and the
Department of Resources and Economic Development of the State of New
Hampshire with financial assistance from the United States Department
of Housing and Urban Development under its local planning assistance

Work was completed on

planning department

program.

The Planning Board

for the orderly

accepted and adopted the report as a guide
economic development of Concord, and transmitted to the

City Council.

Workable Program
Assisted the City Manager in preparing the City of Concord's application for recertification of its Workable Program for Community Improvement summarizing achievements during the past year and setting goals
for the two-year recertification period 1969-71. The application was approved by the City Council, and the Department of Housing and Urban

Development.
Regional Planning
Organizational and informational meetings were held during the year
by the newly-formed Central New Hampshire Planning Commission.
The Planning Board's staff assisted the N. H. Department of Resources
and Economic Development in preparing by-laws, budget data, maps and
related material for the regional planning agency's use.
State Capitol City Planning

Board

Director was renominated by the Planning Board as member of the State Capitol City Planning Board. Subsequently, the director
was appointed to membership by the Governor and Executive Council
for a three-year term.

The Planning

Mapped Streets
Recommended

that the City Manager be authorized to negotiate to acquire land located within the beds of mapped streets as follows: Penacook
Street and Bradley Street in the Northwest Bypass; Turner Place in Storrs
Street Extension; and North State Street for street widening between Capitol Street

and Centre

Street.

the lines of a future 16-foot widening of Fort Eddy Road on its
from Bridge Street to the vicinity of the Convention Hall
of the New Hampshire Highway Hotel.

Mapped

easterly side

Secondary Streets
the relocation of Centre Street from North Main Street
Street to conform with planned alterations of streets in
the Capital Plaza North urban renewal area. Also recommended that the
City Manager negotiate with State officials to acquire that portion of the
State Library parking lot which lies within the bed of Centre Street in

Recommended
to

North State

relocation.

Advised favorable action on the petition of the City Engineer for a 10foot widening of North State Street along its westerly side from Capitol
Street to Centre Street.

Minor Streets
Approved the acceptance
crest

of 1,919 feet of residential street in the Hill-

Park subdivision on Concord Plains. These included Redwing
22

Road, Robin Road, Oriole Road, and extensions of Partridge Road and
Jay Drive.

Recommended acceptance of ,960 feet of new street in the Palazzi Corporation subdivision on Lightning Hill. These streets included Dwinnel
Drive, Spaulding Street and King Street.
1

Recommended

the laying out of Garrison Street in

an extension of Cross Street

in

West Concord, and

Penacook.

Recommended favorable action on petitions to widen the intersection of
Stark and High Streets in Penacook, to adjust the street lines of Pillsbury
Street in the immediate vicinity of the new Blue Cross-Blue Shield office
building, and to discontinue the westerly portion of Maitland Street.

Names
Recommended

Street

favorable action on a resolution
as Denis Drive.

naming

a street in the

Denis Subdivision

Recommended

that the portion of Ferry Street located easterly of the
railroad yard in the vicinity of Herbert Street and Stickney Avenue be
designated Higgins Place.
SideioaJks

Recommended construction of hard-surfaced sidewalks in the North End
and West Concord neighborhoods for the protection of children walking
to and from schools and play areas. Sidewalks recommended included
the following: Rumford Street from Perkins Street to North State Street
1,350 feet; and Hutchins Street from Garrison Street to Knight Street

—
— 250

feet.

Concord Traffic Safety Committee
Mr. Roger E. Watson was designated by the Planning Board as its representative on the newly-established Concord Traffic Safety Committee.
Traffic Control

Approved

establishing stop intersections at the following locations:
Charles Street at Beacon Street; Blanchard Street at Essex Street; Minot
Street at School Street; and Appleton Street at Shawmut Street and Oak

Hill

Road

in East

Recommended
Washington

Concord.

establishing a yield right of

Street at

Recommended

that

Warren
Fremont

way

intersection

on West

Street.

Street be

made

a

one-way

street for travel

northerly direction. Also recommended one-way streets between
Loudon Road and Gully Hill Road opposite the Arena Shopping Center.
in

a

On-Street Parking

Recommended
and Fremont

elimination of

all

parking on portions of Blake Street

Street.

Approved altering the existing parking pattern on Charles Street in
Penacook between South Main and Warren Streets by changing the
23

20-niinute

and no-parking

/.ones

from the south

to the

north side of the

street.

Recommended

that one-hour metered parking be established on
westerly side of Storrs Street from Dej:)ot Street to Dubois Avenue.
Off-Street

the

Parking

Recommended

that 4-hour metered parking he established at the
59-space municipal j)arking lot on Pleasant Street.

new

—

Amendments
Zoning
At the request of the Concord Housing Authority, recommended modifications of the Zoning Map permitting a westward extension of the North
Main Street Business (B2) District between Centre and Pitman Streets to
a point opposite Sunmier Street to im])lement the reuse plan of Capitol
Plaza North urban renewal project N. H. R-13.

Recommended modifying

the boundary lines of the North End Historic
expand the district northerly of Penacook Street at the north
end of North Main Street to include the area between Penacook Street
and Horse Shoe Pond, and to remove from the district the area occupied
by the Concord Insurance Group.
District to

Initiated action to amend the Zoning Ordinance to add "recreational
vehicle park" to the permitted retail and service uses in Business (B2)
Districts as a special exception.

Recommended

that the Zoning Ordinance be amended to eliminate the
rear yard requirement of 30 feet in the Airport District dimensional regidations where the rear boundary line of private property coincides with
the established Building Line of the Concord Municipal Airport as
shown on the Airport Master Plan.

—

Zoning
Architectural Design Review
Three construction applications affecting property

in an Architectural
Design (D) District requiring architectural design review were considered
and approved by the Planning Board. These included designs for the
construction of (1) a 150-unit garden apartment complex on the southerly
side of Christian Avenue, (2) a 50-unit garden apartment public housing
project for low income families in the Walker-Penacook Street area, and
(3) alterations to the front of the Central Fire Station on Warren Street.

—

Zoning
Large Scale Development
Approved two major projects under the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance relating to Large Scale Development. These included (1) a 10-acre
150-unit garden apartment development on C^iristian Avenue, and (2) a
23-acre shopping center on Fort Eddy Road.
Zoning

— Advisory Service

to

Board

of

Adjustment

In a matter of zoning variance seeking to expand the scope of a previously-granted variance involving operation of snowmobile trails in a
Rural (RU) District to permit the rental of snowmobiles and sale and
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service of this type of veliicle, advised the Board of Adjustment against
increased commercialization of the property in question.

Subdivision Control

Approved the
the proposed

plat of a subdivision of parcels of land within the area of
center to be constructed on Fort Eddy Road.

new shopping

Approved a minor revision in the street and lot plan of the preliminary
plat of the Palazzi Corporation subdivision resulting in the elimination
of a proposed extension of Kensington Road.
final plat of Section One of the Concord Subdivision of
the Palazzi Corporation involving opening of Dwinell Drive, Spaulding

Approved the
Street

and King

Street

and

17

house

lots.

One-lot subdivisions were approved at the following locations: Ironworks
Road, off Spring Hill Drive on Black Hill, and Portsmouth Street on
Concord Plains.

Mobile Home Park Regulations
New mobile home park regulations prepared and approved by the Planning Board in 1968 were adopted by the City Council during the year.

Approved the design of a proposed expansion of the Greenacres Mobile
Home Park on Fort Eddy Road in accordance with the new ordinance
relating to the licensing of mobile

home

parks.

Recreation

Work

Avas started on a comprehensive revision of the Parks and Recreation section of the Community Facilities Plan adopted in 1965. The revised plan will be expanded to include an Open Space Plan.

Recommended that the area of Memorial Field be expanded by the acquisition of approximately five acres of land situated notherly of this
major recreational facility..
Reactivated efforts to acquire land on the Contoocook River in Penacook
at the former Contoocook River Park location for future park purposes.
Recommended that the City Manager negotiate to acquire 82 acres of
undeveloped land at this location for such use.

Advised in favor of discontinuing the portion of Newton Avenue which
divides the Heights Playground on Concord Plains. Also advised the
closing to vehicular travel of the portion of this street which runs from
Loudon Road to the playground.

Opposed requests of fraternal and business interest to purchase a portion
of Terrill Park on Old Turnpike Road, and a portion of a city-owned
tract on Old Suncook Road reserved for future neighborhood playground
use.

that no action be taken on a resolution renaming the
Heights Playground on Concord Plains.

Recommended
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Utilities

— Water System

Favored the use of Contoocook River as the source of additional water
supply to meet the needs of Concord and its environs. Recommended that
the City Manager enter into negotiations to acquire a site for a water
pumping station on the Contoocook River at Riverhill, and to acquire
the necessary right of way and flowage rights for the operation of a transmission main to convey water from the river to Penacook Lake.
Advised favorable action on petitions requesting a total of 2,380 feet of
water main extensions. Expansion of the municipal water system was recommended at the following locations: Fort Eddv Road
535 feet; Borough Road in Penacook
500 feet; Bog Road in West Concord
510
feet; Manor Road and Sewalls Falls Road in West Concord
225
345 feet; and Ripley Street on
feet; East Side Drive in East Concord
Concord Plains
265 feet.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Utilities
So?iitary Seiver System
Advised favorable action on petitions for a total of 2,305 feet of sanitary
sewer extension. Extensions were recommended at the following loca-

—

tions: Mountain Road in East Concord
1,800 feet; Branch Turnpike
on Concord Plains
300 feet; and Cottage Court in the South End

—

205

—

feet.

Recommended that the City acquire a small parcel of land in Penacook
owned by the Public Service Company of New Hampshire for use as part
of the

Penacook sewage treatment plant

site.

Land Transactions
Reviewed property taken in non-payment of taxes to determine possible
present or foreseeable future public use of the same.

Recommended

the sale of a parcel of tax-deeded property on Center
Penacook to owners of abutting property at fair market value
on condition that no principal building be erected on said land.
Street in

Recommended

that the City aid in clearing title to a tract of land

on

Gale Street, formerly tax-deeded land, by quitclaiming any interest
maining with the City in said property.

re-
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During the year 1969, the crews
lormed the following functions:
I.

in the

Public

Works Department

per-

Highivay Division
A.

Winter Program
Plowing streets
1.

—

16 complete cycles representing 3,200 miles

of streets.
2.

.S.

4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

Plowing sidewalks

—

—

—

—

Spring Program
1.

Street cleaning

—

debris.
2.

Snow

3.

The

4.

5.

6.

C.

—

12 complete cycles representing 600
miles of sidewalks.
16 complete cycles.
Plowing and clearing airport
47,740 cubic yards.
Snow removal
Salt applied to streets
1,510 tons.
Sand on streets and walks
3,125 cubic yards.
12,500 lineal feet.
Snow fence erected

—

removed 3,050 cubic yards

and

of sand

—

12,500 lineal feet.
fence removed
Division placed about 2 feet of dry sand in the so-called
old boiler pit of City Hall in an effort to reclaim this area
for future storage purposes.
General maintenance was continued with emphasis on spring
cleanup, and patching.
The Pillsbury Street sidewalk was completed and work commenced on the East Side Drive sidewalk.
Airport Administration Building was painted.

Slimmer and Fall Program
1.

— Sewalls Falls Road — 2,800 lineal
— 200 lineal
surface treatment program — 34.35 miles of

Street construction

and Denis Drive
2.

Asphalt

feet

feet.

street

surface were treated under this program.

public

works department

Hot emulsion

3.

surface treatment

North of Pleasant
4.

—

Street

program done by Contract.

2.5 miles.

patch pre-mixed and used for sealing small openings in
These openings are the results of work done by various
utilities and inclement weather conditions. 410 tons of cold
jjatch was used during the year.
Asphalt and concrete sidewalks
1.06 miles new asphalt
sidewalks. 1.8 miles resmfacing existing asphalt sidewalks. No
concrete sidewalk work done in 1969.
Granite curb
339 lineal feet of new granite curbing. 415
lineal feet resetting existing curbing.
Street cleaning
a continuous street sweeping program is
maintained throughout the city proper with particular emphasis on the business district, which is swept every other
day. There are two mobile sweepers in use to carry out this
program. A total of 9,659 cubic yards of sand and debris was
picked up.
Wood post markers used mainly to point out culverts and
ditches. City crews set or replaced 142 wooden posts.
(lolcl

streets.

5.

6.

7.

8.

I I.

—
—

Refuse Division
1.
Refuse packer mileage
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

III.

—

—

36,780.
of refuse
7 1 ,900 cubic yards.
Painted 6 signs for sanitary landfill areas.
Repaired 13 refuse containers.
Installed new gates at sanitary landfill area.
80 miles of Christmas tree route and 90 cubic yards were
picked up.

—

Volume

Garage and Stores Division
1.
Ill major repairs on equipment.
2.
3,675 minor repairs on equipment.
3.
New equipment 7 items.
4.
Disposed of 10 pieces of equipment by bid.
Painting street signs, equipment, municipal
5.

—

6.

Carpenters
offices

IV.

and

—

offices

and

street signs, stakes for survey crews,

airport.

municipal

airport.

Tree Division
1.
City continued its annual foliage spraying and roadside brush
care by spraying with an anti-toxic spraying material.
2.
Planted 122 trees
removed 150 trees
pruned 119 trees

—

—

and removed 102 stumps.

The

following equipment was purchased through Equipment Replace-

ment Fund.
Truck No. 36
Tractor No.
Car No. 8
Truck No. 7

3

Ford (F-600 Utility Compressor)
Ford (Industrial Tractor)
Ford (4 Door Sedan)
International (5 Ton Truck)
28

Truck No. 48
Truck No. 46
Sweeper No.

Dodge
Dodge

(D- 100 Pickup)
(D- 100 Pickup)

Mobile (Sweeper)

1

SEWER DIVISION
SANITARY
Main Plugs
Lateral Plugs

25
95

New House Connections
Relay House Connections

21
1

Manholes Built
House Connections Discontinued
Manholes Repaired

8

28
15

Sanitary Sewer Construction:

Cottage Street
So.

Main

— 208' of 8" Transite
— Penacook — ot 8" X.H.C.I.
50'

Street

Manhole Covers

Silenced

30

Sanitary Sewer Repair:

Oriole

Road

—
—

Crosby Street
1

Walker

Street

8" Transite
4" X.H.C.I.
0' of 6" X.H.C.I.

13' of

10' of

—

1

— Maintenance Only
Commercial Street — of 10" Clay
10 Sewalls Falls Road —
of 5" Clay
Sewalls Falls Road —
of 5" Clay
East of No. State Street —
of 10" Clay
Bridge Street —
of 8" Clay
Manor Road —
of 4" Transite
Pleasant Street —
of 8" Clay
Westbourne Road — of 6" Clay
Sewalls Falls

Road

6'

So.

14'

6'

12'

15'

10'
1

0'

6'

Mains Cleaned:
Roger Avenue

— 370'
—

Heights Road— 167'
440'
Ellsworth Street

— 525'
Edgemont Street — 300'
Clark Street — 350'
Engel Street — 260'
Fisher Street — 380'
Peabody Street — 200'
View Street — 565'
Glendale — 205'
Drew

Street

Chase Street—

Work Out Of

1,125'

City:

Sewer plugged

Town

of

Hopkinton
29

STORM
Manholes Built

2

Catch Basins Built

11

Catch Basins Repaired

17

Manholes Repaired

5

Mains Cleaned:
280'
Yard

—

Catch Basin Connections Laid:

Church

Street

Hall Street

—

—

26' of 8" Transite

26' of 8" Transite

Catch Basin Connections Repaired

3

Storm Sewer Construction:

— of 12" Transite
— of 12" R.C.P.
Pleasant Street — 335' of smooth bare Aluminum Pipe
(Parking Area)
City Hall —
of 5" X.H.C.I.
Christian Avenue —
of 15" R.C.P.
Christian Avenue —
of 12" R.C.P.
Cottage Court —
of 8" Transite
26'
Loudon Road
Christian Avenue

28'

10'

15'

21'

1

17'

Storm Sewer Repair:
Franklin Street

Washington

— Maintenance
— of 6" Clay

Street

7'

Culverts Cleaned

Catch Basins

13

Thawed

New

3

Culvert Constructed:
40' of 8" Aluminum
River Road
44' of 12" Aluminum
Old Gully Hill Road
240' of 12" Aluminum
Basin Street

—
—

—

Relaid Culvert:

Washington

Street 20' of 12"

Aluminum
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During the year the Cemetery Division recorded a total of 345 burials,
with 104 being in Calvary, 15 in Penacook Calvary and 226 in the City
Cemeteries.

There were

number

19 welfare cases
of burials.

We made

and 15 cremations included

in the

above

4 disinterments for reburial outside of or within the city.

The

Division used a total of 53 cement liners for burials during the year.

The

Funeral directors placed 35 bodies in the tomb during the winter
early in the spring for burials in other places.

months and removed them
During the year we sold a
City Cemeteries. Also

were put on

1 1

total of 97 burials lots

trusts

and

were placed on old

trusts in the various

lots

and

3 flower trusts

lots also.

The Cemetery

crews poured foundations for 70 monuments, set 88 markAlso 38 government markers were set for veterans
of wars fought by the country.
ers

52

and 22

sets

sets of posts.

of shrubs were planted

on various

lots in all the cemeteries.

The

winter of 1968-69 gave us many problems with heavy snow storms
our roads have to be kept open for winter burials and to enable
lot owners to visit their lots in the Catholic or Protestant Cemeteries.
Roads were plowed, sanded or salted as necessary and snow was removed
from corners for better vision. Snow was removed from the area surrounding the office building at Blossom Hill after each storm for the convenience of parking for anyone visiting the office on business.
as all of

trees have been taken down throughout the cemeteries during
the year, some were Elms that were tagged as having Dutch Elm disease
and others were Pines and Maples that had gradually died over a period
of years.

Numerous

cemetery division

Early in the spring the garage building interior was washed and painted
a part of the roof was reshingled during the summer months.

and

Catch basins were cleaned and repaired
all

as

needed early

in the spring in

the cemeteries.

General spring clean-up was started as soon as the snow was off the
ground. All lots were raked and debris picked up before we started mowing and trimming. Spring clean-up consists of raking, picking up winter
decorations, floral arrangements from funerals, limbs, twigs and any other
debris left from winter storms.
water faucets in all the cemeteries were turned on in May after all
pipes and faucets were repaired where necessary throughout the cemeteries. Late in October the water was turned off for the winter also.

The

Winter graves were

filled,

loamed, graded and seeded in the spring and

several other lots were repaired as requested by the lot owners; generally
these were lots that people had placed trusts on recently or had been purchased with a trust on them at time of purchase, otherwise the person who
requests that a lot be repaired is billed for the repairs.

The

division ordered and planted 700 geraniums, 425 ageratum, 200
petunias and 225 marigolds. These were planted in flower beds on lots in
both the Catholic and City Cemeteries and were either billed to lot owners who ordered them or were planted on lots that have a flower trust on
them. These plants were all planted before Memorial Day.

office remained open 3 evenings before Memorial Day and was also
open until noon on Memorial Day. This enables families and friends who
need assistance in locating lots to be able to find them.

The

During May the
dered and

was

it

office

received the Air Conditioner which had been or-

installed.

The

Office building

comodate the extra voltage which was needed

to

had

to

operate

be rewired to

ac-

it.

construction of several new blocks of lots continued during the year.
block of 2-gr and a new block of 4-gr lots was completed on the
Lawn during the summer months. These blocks were roto-tilled, harrowed, loamed, graded, fertilized, limed and seeded. Also the roads were
laid out, filled, graded and oiled during the late summer months.

The

A new

Mowing and trimming was started during May and continued during the
summer and fall months. A new Locke riding mower and sulky was purchased by the division in the spring.

Roads were

oiled throughout Blossom Hill during the

summer months.

was started late in October and continued until the first
All the cemeteries were raked and leaves picked up. Flower
beds were cleaned and receptacles of summer plants were removed before
Fall clean-up

snow storm.
snow came.

The

Division employed 12

men

as

summer help

for 1969. Several of these

were college boys who return each summer and leave early in September
to go to school.
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^The

Building Department was involved in reviewing all codes with the
Building Code Review Committee and after more than two years of study,
a new Building Code was completed in April and recommended to the
Council for adoption. The Housing division continued their inspections
in new areas ancl re-inspected in previously inspected sections seeking and
obtaining code compliance.

Mobile Home Parks were re-inspected and violations were corrected.
Most parks were expanded and one park relocated a large percentage of

All

its trailers.

Three

large

Housing

projects were constructed, two of

which were com-

The Supreme Court Building was completed, and the United Life
Building made a substantial addition to its office. Construction was
started for an addition to the Child Treatment Center at the New Hamppleted.

shire Hospital.

The Department

established a permit fee system the
through December netted a revenue of $10,002.

The estimated

cost of constnictioyi for the year

Total Valuation of

1969

first

of

luas as foUoics:

New Work

Total Valuation of Additions

&

May which

$2,847,459

Alterations

$2,168,538

Permits for 183 new housing units

$1,484,100
$6,500,097

Permits issued during the year as follows:
Buildiing Permits

350

Plumbing Permits

128

Demolition Permits (dwgs. and/or structures)

46

Erection of signs and billboards

55

Electrical Permits

....,

641

building inspection department

///

addition the jolloxving miscellaneous work was completed:
Building Inspections
Plumbing & Septic Systems
Electrical

375
300
1365

Inspections

Burner Inspections
Zoning Violations
Mobile Home Inspections

105

227
156
69

Sign Inspections

Zoning Board of Adjustment

—

Board of Housing Standards

—

103 Appeals
76 Granted

62 Cases Heard
.H9 Cases resolved by Board
23 Cases being resolved by compliance
12 previous cases resolved by Court

Action

New Hampshire

VV^ater

Supply

Sc

Pollution Board Approvals

Letters sent to violators of unregistered cars

Housing Inspections — 1964

34

—

124, 117

— 15

Completed.

The

office of the City engaged in the areas of
brief resume of
revision, litigation, and other related matters.
the items covered are as follows:

year 1969 found the legal

Code

A

ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS
During the year, a substantial amount of time was spent in the revision
of the Municipal Code of Ordinances. In November of 1969, the City
Coimcil adopted the new Municipal Code of Ordinances. The Code was
published and is being kept up to date by this office. A considerable saving
has accrued to the City in preparing and updating its Code by City officials.

New provisions in the Municipal Code of Ordinances related to the fee
schedule for electrical, plumbing, and building permits; revisions in
the Administrative Code, Zoning changes. Child Day Care facilities, and
matters relating to traffic and traffic control.

LITIGATION
The

City of Concord appeared in Superior Court on two instances whereTax Collector was called into question. The first case
was New Hampshire AutomohUe Dealers Association, Inc. v. William
Gifford. This related to the validity of a tax sale. The second case was
Perry v. West, et al. This case related to whether or not the Tax Collector
could accept a negotiable instrument other than cash or a certified check
as payment at a Tax Collector's sale. In each instance, parties other than
the City of Concord are taking this case to the Supreme Court for review.
Other appearances in Superior Court related to tax abatement cases and
zoning matters. The City of Concord appeared in Concord District Court
on numerous occasions relative to code enforcement, as well as enforcement of the welfare laws of the City. An exhaustive review of the litigation involving the City of Concord was submitted to the City Council
in the action of the

city solicitor

by

letter

dated February 20, 1970 and

is

on

file

in the office of the City

Clerk.

PERSONNEL MATTERS
Considerable legal advice was rendered with respect to the enforcement
and administration of the Personnel Code. On two occasions matters were
reviewed with the Personnel Advisory Board. In each instance the actions of the City Manager were upheld. On two occasions the fringe benefit provisions of the Code were called into question and presented to the
New Hampshire Labor Commission for review. These matters related to
interpretation of the provisions relative to vacation pay. On each occasion the Labor Department concinied with the approach presented by
the City.

CODE ENFORCEMENT
Procedures for the enforcement of zoning, housing, and building codes
which were set up in 1968 were reviewed and revised. The Board of
Housing Appeals was presented approximately 68 cases. Approximately
35 of these cases resulted in full compliance. The remaining cases are being processed within the time limit allowed by the Board. In order to
obtain the results outlined above numerous cases were brought to the
Concord District Court. Court action resulted in the desired results and
the violations were brought into harmony with the Ordinances.

The

so-called junk or unregistered vehicle code was given considerable
review during the year 1969. It was found that over 1,000 cars were disposed of by the combined action of the Building Department and the
Legal Office. The year 1969 found very few violations of this phase of
the code where still in existence and personal contact with the violators

brought immediate

results.

MISCELLANEOUS
Various written opinions were given to City officials to assist them in the
day-to-day operation and also considerable contact by the Legal Office
with the citizens of Concord. Due to the fact that many cjuestions raised
by the public were not within the province of this office or non-legal in
nature, the parties were directed to the appropriate municipal, state, or
federal agency. This Legal Office prepared numerous leases and deeds
relative to City properties.
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During the year, 30,594 Concord Library card holders used 26 1,637 books,
52,000 people viewed 1,539 films, 15,512 people listened to records and
1,797 pictures were used. The Bookmobile provided 89,585 books and
193,910 other library materials were used.

The

conducted 30 lectures for adults, 150 story hours, 35
book reviews and arranged 20 exhibits. They also
attended 150 meetings throughout the year.
Library

staff

film programs, 350

The

telephone was also busy. The staff answered 10,500 information
and answered 75,000 reference questions.

calls

added to the Library shelves. Of these, 4,820 were adult
books and 1, 474 were juvenile books. There were also 1,163 records added
to the Library collection and 56 new prints were added. 2,730 new card
holders were registered.
6,294 books were

The

Library has 127,884 books currently. Of these 102,739 are adult
25,145 are juvenile. There are 3,655 records available and a total of 207
prints are now available.

HIGHLIGHTS
Number of Card Holders — 30,594
(Population — 29,054)
Circulation —
Books

1-8

— 8,238

1969
1,539
15,512
1,797
52,000

Pictures

Film Viewers

Adult NonTiction 287^
Adult Fiction
31%

—

Grades

264,637

Films
Records

Juvenile

1969

—

(59%)

41%

concord public library

Total

— Bookmobile
— Main Library

89,585
193,910

Materials

284,395

Circulated

Book Collection

—
127,884
102,739
25,145
6,294

Total
Adult
Juvenile

Books Added
Records —
Prints —

Mended
Discarded
Registered

Total
Total
6,500
3,900
2,730

—
—

(4,820

— A;

1,474

—

J)

3,655 (1,163 added)
207 (56 added)

new borrowers

Conducted 30 Lectures for adults, 150
book reviews, arranged 20 exhibits.

story hours, 35 film programs, 350

Attended 150 meetings.

Answered 75,000 reference questions and 10,500 telephone information
calls.
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WATER CONSUMPTION
for the year amounted to 1,407,580,000 gallons. This repan average daily consumption of approximately 3,857,000 gallons.
Based upon a population of 30,000 people, an average daily consumption
of about 128 gallons per peison is indicated. Of the total amount used
1,114,724,000 gallons were pumped and 293,056,000 were supplied by
gravity directly from Penacook Lake. The consumption for 1969 was

Consumption
resents

7,580,000 gallons

more than

that for 1968.

WATER SUPPLY
Penacook Lake

The

elevation of Penacook Lake on January 1st was 183.3' or I'-by^" below the spillway elevation of 184.75'. Flashboards were raised at the dam
in anticipation of a heavy spring run-off. They were later lowered and
the Lake reached an elevation of 186.1' in April.

Copper
to kill

sulfating of the

Lake which has recently been an annual

Algae growth, was not necessary

necessity

this year.

Turkey Pond
For the second year in a row it was not necessary to activate the emergency pumping station. The emergency pipe line on Long Pond Rd. was
sprayed with an emulsion to retard rust action caused by road salt and
the elements.

Sanders Well Field

Pumps

at

Sanders

Pumping

Water pumped from

Station were operated 16 hours per day.
amounted to 350,000,000 gallons which

this location

was 23,240,000 gallons more than were pumped

in 1968.

Precipitation
Precipitation during the year amounted to 42.3 inches as compared to the
30 years average of 38.8 inches. The excess of 3.5 inches compares with an
excess of 1.5 in 1968.

water department

Proposed JVater Treatment Plant
The status of the proposed plant remains the same as it was at the end
of 1968. C>)nstruction is still being held up pending the availability of
Federal funds.

DISTRIBUTION CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Water Main Extejisions
Location

Hydrants

New

—

installed

—

1

36
Repaired
Replaced with new
Replaced with old

—
—

—
—
—

48
Painted
Discontinued
687
Flushed
Total number

7
1

1

now

in system

— 833

Sewice Connectioyis
35*
New Laid
Relaid
26
34**
Discontinued
Repaired
75

—

—

—

—

*Includes 2 new sprinkler lines
**Includes 9 in Urban Renewal Area
6499
Total number now in system

—

Meters

New

— 41

installed

—

Repaired
372
103
Replaced with new
Replaced with reconditioned
25*
Discontinued

—

—

* Includes 17 in

Junked

— 79

Urban Renewal Area

Total number

Leaks

On

mains

— 83

now

—8

in system

On

— 6,005

services

—

1

PUMPING STATIONS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
No. State

St.

Station

Painted exterior trim second coat
Re-sealed driveways with a tar emulsion

Sanders Station

Two

large outside transformers burned out in 1968 were rebuilt and
replaced by the Concord Electric Co.
The road leading to the Station (formerly gravel) was tarred.

Columbus Ave.

A

telephone was installed.
Painted pumping equipment and interior walls.
Awarded contract for replacing switches to Ferns Electric Co.
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West Concord Station

The

road leading to the station (formerly gravel) was tarred.

Telephone Co. ran new underground cable

New

chlorine storage

Rectifier
Rectifier

room

to Station.

built in Station.

on panel board and one pump motor burned out.
on panel board was repaired and motor was rewound and

reinstalled.

Yard lighting was installed at No. State St. and West Concord in an
tempt to eliminate vandalism experienced at these two locations.

The annual

insurance inspection of

all

Pumping and purification equipment
when necessary.

pump

at-

motors was made.

at all stations

was maintained and

repaired

and transmitting equipment at all Stations, at the
reservoir and at the steel storage tanks was tested, serviced and necessary
repairs made.
Electrical recording

Oil burners and heating equipment were inspected and serviced.

MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS
Flanders Office Building
Painted interior walls and trim.

Shop Garage
Insulated and

installed ceiling in 2 stall portion at

No. end of building.

Also painted ceiling and interior walls.
Storage Tanks

The

Pond Rd. standpipe was drained and the interior and exwere painted by Roy O. Leonard, Inc. of Framingham, Mass.

Little

terior

Equipment
During the year

the Department acquired a Hough loader with backhoe attachment and two Dodge I/2 ton pick-up trucks (replacing old
equipment) A 13 foot fiberglass boat and an 18 H.P. motor were purchased. The boat will be used for patrolling and copper sulfating the
.

Lake.

Personnel
Mr. James Piroso (Acting Supt.) resigned and Mr. Robert N. Gillis
was appointed Superintendent. Mr. Gordon W. Stevenson was named
DistriAssistant Superintendent and Mr. Chester A. Hoadley III
bution Engineer. Two employees retired. Four new men were hired
and one permanent employee left the service of the Department. Four
temporary employees were hired during the summer.

—
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Recreation and Parks Department is responsible for the
maintenance and care of more than 326 acres of parks and roadside areas,
including Beaver Meadow Golf Course; Memorial Athletic Field; White,
Rollins, and Merrill Parks; Heights, Garrison, Kimball, Fletcher-Murphy,
West Street, Doyen, Thompson, and Hall Street (Reed) playgrounds;
West Street Ward House; East Concord Community Center, West Concord Community Center; Concord Community Center; two wading and
seven swimming pools; White Park skating pond and hockey rink; and
eight other neighborhood rinks. The recently acquired West Concord
Community Center (Scandia Hall) has been renovated and now is in use
as an indoor center.

The Concord

The Department's

function is to provide a variety of opportunities for
the wholesome use of leisure time. The demand on the department is
constantly increasing as more acres of parking and facilities are acquired
and more people seek leisure activity.

RECREATION ACTIVITIES:
Personnel

—

One male and one

ground and pool
Children and

and

female full-time supervisors, 28 playand volunteer leaders.

instructors, over 40 part-time

Prograins

YoiitJi

—

Two

Playschools for children age 3

neighborhood square dances, figure skating classes, ski lessons, ski
bus trips, hockey, midget football, tennis lessons, basketball, indoor activities at center, handicapped children's swimming and play sessions, and
4,

teen dances.

Adult Programs
basketball

and

—

Women's

softball,

fitness,

bowling, golf lessons, industrial
citizens, art classes. Yoga, and

badminton, senior

Judo.

was conducted

at 12

—

arid Pools
A 10-week comprehensive program
playgrounds and seven pools. Events included athle-

Summer Playgrounds

recreation

and parks

tics,

arts

and

crafts,

dancing, story telling,

swimming

instructions, trips,

peanut carnival and special events.
Attendance

— Playgrounds

29,043
58,198

Pools

—

Winter Carnival, ski-skate exchange, EasYear-Round Special Events
Egg Hunt, Elk's Field Day, Junior track meet, sidewalk art. Rotary
Swim Meet, Summer Band concerts, July 4th fireworks, Sunset Club trips,
Red Sox Baseball trip, and Bear Brook and Hampton Beach Teen bus
The Community Center is open for full-time
trip. Community Center
use from October 1, until May 1. The building is also rented for special
ter

—

functions by various organizations. An estimated 50,000 citizens utilized
the various facilities at the Center this past year.

—

For the first time since the expansion program
Golf Course Operation
began a full 18-holes were available for the public. A marked increase in
both revenue and attendance was experienced. (Receipts for 1968 $18,000

— 1969 $28,065)
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Seven clinics were held at the City Auditorium to help immunize local
children against communicable diseases. The Health Officer is assisted
at these clinics by members of the staff of the Visiting Nurse Association.
A total of 381 children attended and received the following:
Diphtheria, whooping cough

&

tetanus toxoid

112

Diphtheria, tetanus toxoid

9

Vaccination against small pox

87

Sabin oral polio vaccine
Measles

72
101

Although measles vaccine, administered at the clinic, is usually for children age one through six, the vaccine was available this year to school
age children as well, because several cases of measles were reported in that
age group.
Licenses issued and receipts for same in 1969 were as follows:
91

Restaurants

$182.

46 Food Vendors
2 Convalescent

Two

dog

bites

92.

Homes

were reported

255.
to this

department and the State Veterinar-

ian was notified.

The Health Department maintains and

operates the City Comfort Staon Warren Street. It is staffed by two full time and two part time
employees and is open 54i/4 hours a week. Receipts totaled $847.30.
tion

Deaths tabulated and burial permits issued for the year were 724. 306
deaths were of Concord residents and 406 were non-residents; 12 were
stillbirths. Twenty deaths were from external causes. Bodies of 116 persons who died outside this City were brought here for burial.

health

and welfare

155

The

following inspections were

Dairy Farms

29
128

Stores

Bakeries
Trailer Parks
Foster

made during

Homes

Eating Establishments

132

Wholesale Meat Houses

12

Schools and Nurseries

34

Complaints

4

...

22
109

28

The following food was condemned,
human consumption:
2

—

1

quart root beer

1

gallon cherries

1

gallon olives

8

the year:

forfeited

and destroyed

as unfit for

ounce cans of spaghetti sauce

2 gallons chocolate syrup
1

gallon coffee syrup

$1,200 worth of vegetables, meats and other foods contaminated by
and water following a restaurant fire.

fire

Laboratory:

Total number collected and analyzed for bacteria counts:

Samples from knives
Samples from forks

45

Samples from

45

glasses

45

Samples from spoons
Samples from plates
Samples from working surfaces

45
45
.
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The program

of taking bacterial counts on restaurant utensils and working surfaces was carried out for the second year by the Sanitary Inspector

with continued success.
In June the City Council amended the ordinance on food licenses to
cover all food stores. Previous to this the only means of enforcement this

sanitary inspection

department had was a milk license to enforce sanitary laws in grocery
and similar establishments. Milk licenses are no longer issued to

stores

food stores
a number of complaints about unburied dead
animals in 1969. About twenty dead calves were found on an abandoned
farm in East Concord. The owner was traced to Massachusetts and was
ordered to bury these animals under six feet of earth and this was done.
During July a complaint was received concerning a most obnoxious odor
in the East Side Drive area. A decomposed deer was found in the woods
near the road and it was covered with one hundred pounds of hydrated
lime by this department. In September, the owner of a dead horse found
on Manchester Street, complied with the order to bury it immediately.

This department received

One septic tank cleaning company was found to be disposing of sewerage
on an open field between two houses in East Concord. Of course this site
had not been approved of by the Sanitary Inspector as required by law.
The company was ordered to plow the field immediately and to discontinue this practice and to use only approved sites. A similar complaint was
received about another company dumping off East Sugar Ball Road and
this situation was handled in the same manner.
This department has been carrying out a rat extermination program in
the former Wirthmore Mills. During the month of April the mill was
demolished and the workmen reported seeing no rats coming out of the
ruins and what could have been a serious health menace was averted.

With the removal of the Wirthmore Mill, the pigeons in Concord have
no large feeding lot. No pigeon extermination program by poisoning was
carried out in 1969 by this department. However, with the cooperation of
the United States Wildlife Service and the New Hampshire Hospital, a
pigeon trapping program was set on the New Hampshire Hospital Buildings. In the initial trapping about 700 birds were trapped and destroyed.
Since then intermittent trapping has been carried on, when the need
arises. This method seems to keep the pigeon population below a major

nuisance

level.

Hearings were attended by this department at the New Hampshire Legison discontinuing the licensing of milk dealers by New Hampshire
cities, on the dating of milk cartons, removal of dilapated buildings, and
lature

adulterated foods and drugs.

A

large

fill,

on

department store was ordered to fill its open dump with clean
property bordering the Contoocook River Canal, and they com-

its

plied.

conference on Housing was attended at the University of New Hampon November 3-4, 1969 and a training workshop for Inspectional
Techniques at the United States Post Office Building, sponsored by the
United States Food & Drug Administration and the New Hampshire De-

A

shire

partment of Health on December

One

16, 1969.

suspected case of food poisoning was reported concerning a local resNo legal action was taken as an inspection revealed no violations

taurant.
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this was the only known case. An infestation was found in a can of
tomatoes purchased at a local supermarket. Inspection of some other cans

and

of the
taken.

same

lot

number

revealed no infection and no further action was

An

inspection of all public and parochial schools in the Concord and
Penacook area was made by this department and the New Hampshire
Health Department, with only minor violations found. The temperature
of the hot water in the wash basins at two schools was found to be 190°F
and this has been corrected. All trailer parks in the Concord area were
inspected with the New Hampshire Department of Health and only two
parks had many violations. One park owner has corrected most violations
but the other park owner has done nothing to correct the many septic

tank violations.

A total of twenty-eight sites for foster homes, foster day care homes, and
day care centers were inspected for sanitary and health conditions for
approval for a license issued by the New Hampshire Welfare Department
and four were not approved. The new Havenwood Nursing Home was
approved for a license issued by the New Hampshire Hospital Services.
One local convalescent home was issued a license by this department
when it finally conformed with applicable local rules, regulations and ordinances having to do with health and safety.
Nearly 8,000 heads, used by the

Department

New Hampshire

to test school children,

were

Tuberculosis and Health
by this department.

sterilized

Following the ban on cyclamates by the United States Food & Drug Administration, the local and wholesale outlets did an excellent job on removing the foods containing cyclamates from their shelves and this department had no problems with this forbidden food additive.
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The Concortl Police Department received reports of and investigated
499 serious crimes, compared to 579 in 1968, in the following categories:
manslaughter, assaults, burglary, larceny, auto thefts, forgery, fraud, embezzlement, possession of stolen property, carrying and possession of
weapons and narcotic drugs.
259 or 52% of the 499 crimes have been cleared by
comparison, 60% of the cases were cleared.

arrest.

In 1968, in

of property stolen in 1969 amounted to $138,946.37. The
of property recovered is .$91,408.69 or 66% of the property has

The amount
amount

been recovered.

PARKING METERS
Parking meter collections in 1969 amounted to $48,603.86 as compared
to $53,146.39 or a decrease of $4,542.53. In 1969 paid parking tickets
amounted to $15,664.00 as compared to $12,920.00 in 1968 for an increase
of $2,744.00.

In 1969 a total of 600 parking meters were repaired as compared to 920
A total of 1.1741/9 hours were spent on the repairs at a cost of
$303.22 for the repairs. In other meter maintenance, 1 1 twin yokes were
installed on the Pleasant Street extension and Durgin Street parking lot.
There were 31 Twin head Park-it Lockit meters installed in the Pleasant
in 1968.

Street

Parking

lot.

OTHER MAINTENANCE
were painted and other
were repaired, controllers cleaned and bulbs replaced 40 times.
Traffic Lights: Five traffic light standards

A

lights

signs of various types were used and 81 new
were placed in new locations. 5 signs were no
longer needed and were removed.

Signs:

total of 331

new

signs of valuing types

TRAINING
Nineteen members of the department, including Chief Carlson received
instruction and training at a number of New England institutions and

police department

One member

of the department, Detecin Chicago. The
course, a traffic institute, was held at Northwestern University.

gatherings throughout the year.

Edward Manning attended

tive Sgt.,

a 9

week course

Chief Carlson, Captain Campbell and Sergeant Sullivan attended a seminar on "Emergency Health Service" at the Wayfarer Motor Inn in Bedford,

New

Hampshire.

In other activities, a police community relations seminar at St. Anselm's
College was attended by Det. Lt. Campbell, Sgt. Det. Jolin, Sgt. Norton,
Sgt. Sullivan and Det. Mayo.

Sergeant Trombley, Officers Nylen, Bastian and Montgomery attended
the Annual New Hampshire State Gallery Pistol and Revolver Championships in Manchester.

A

conference on "emergency care of sick and injured" was held at the
Kellogg Auditorium, Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover and this was
attended by Sgts. Sullivan and Ash.

Written examinations for Sergeant's position were given to Officers Ash,
Russell, Mayo, Montgomery, Bastian, DeGreenia, Wyman and Sinclair
by the state of New Hampshire, Department of Personnel.

PARKING METERS:
Collected from meters
Collected from meters

1968
1969

—
—

Decrease of

$53,146.39
$48,603.86
$4,542.53

Paid parking tickets
Paid parking tickets

1968
1969

—
—

Increase of

$12,920.00
$15,664.00
$2,744.00

1968

1969

Meters repaired
Time used repairing meters
Cost of meters repaired

—

1 1

Twin
Stret

—

31

600

920

l,174i/9 hrs.

$303"22

I,128i4hrs.
$499^79

yokes installed on Pleasant Street Extension and Durgin

Parking Lot.

Twin head

Park-it Lockit meters in the Pleasant Street Park-

ing Lot.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS:
Repaired, cleaned controllers, and replaced bulbs a total of 40 times.
Five traffic light standards were painted.

SIGNS:
331
81
5

—
—
—

new
new
signs

signs used (all types)

signs placed in

new

locations

removed (no longer needed)
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(all

types)

The Year <)()*) saw (oiuinued progress in the Fire Dej^artment as a result
both changes and improvement in the physical plants as well as equipment.
I

ol

New

construction consisted of a New
New Overhead Doors.

Roof

for Central Station

and the

installation of

The

increase in administrative as well as Fire Prevention activity saw a
need for additional office space, this need was satisfied by the renovation
of former sleeping quarters fronting on Warren Street.

A New

4

Door Station Wagon was purchased by

the

Department

for use

by the Deputy Chief's.

The Mechanical

Division was equipped with a
which provides the necessary compartment space

ment

New
for

3^ Ton Pickup
Tool and Equip-

storage.

RETIREMENTS:
Testimonials were held for Deputy Chief Dana Morrison retiring after
36 Years service with the Fire Department, Captain Raymond York, and
Deputy Chief Bryan Libby retiring after completing 29 Years Service.

PROMOTIONS:
A number of changes

were made in personnel assignments as a result of
Promotions in both Fire Fighting Division and Fire Prevention Bureau.
Clayton Higgins from Fire Prevention Officer to Deputy Fire Chief.

Robert Paige from Captain
C.

Roy Sabean from

to

Deputy

Fire Chief.

Assistant Fire Prevention

Officer

to

charge of Fire Prevention Bureau.

Paul Correia from Private to Assistant Fire Prevention

fire

department

Officer.

Captain in

Rank

Promoted from Lieutenants to
Edward Constant and Wilham

the

Promoted from Privates
and Clayton Gordon.

Rank

New
Fire

to the

of Captain

were Richard Wright,

Elliott.

of Lieutenants

were Joseph Wescott

Rules and Regulations were adopted and Manuals distributed
Department personnel.

to

During 1969 the Welcome mat went out

to some 357 Children and 39
Adults who \ isited Cential Station, representing Day Care Centers, Scouts
and Teachers.

Public educational programs played an important part in the activities
of the Bureau during 1969. Training sessions in Fire Prevention and Life
Safety were conducted at local Schools, Hospitals and Nursing Homes as
well as Youth and Adult organizations.

The

Fire Pre\'ention Bureau in conjunction with the Concord }ay-Cee
Wives conducted a Baby Sitters Clinic of 6 weeks duration, Students were
in attendance from area schools and received a certificate upon successful

completion of the course.
Concord's Annual Fire Prevention Week activties proved a success
through the fine cooperation of many individuals and organizations.

The

overall Fire Prevention program brought the City of Concord a
and a second place finish in the State for its achievements during the 1969 Fire Prevention Contest conducted by the National Fire Prevention Association.
Certificate of Merit

ALARMS:
Type

Total

Alarms
Box Alarms
Box Alarms Fire
Box Alarms Faulty System
Box Alarms Accidental
Box Alarms Malicious False
Alarms Non-Fire (service, accidents
False report of

fire

Number
614

Still

68
27
5

4
32

237

etc.)

(telephone)

6
31

Rescue

Mutual Aid

11

Investigations

23

TOTAL ALARMS:
FIRES BY

990

CATEGORY

Type

Total

59

Residential:

Dwellings

Number

42

(one-two family)

Apartments
Mobile Homes

12
5

53

Other Buildings (Industrial, Mercantile, Misc.)
Hospital
Restaurant
Laundries (Self service)
Other than Building Fires:

Motor Vehicles
Rubbish
Brush & Grass
Misc

...

39
6
3
5

164

67
28
59
10

TOTAL:

276

FIRE PREVENTION

BUREAU INSPECTIONS:

Type

Number

Hospital
Convalescent Homes
Theaters
Assembly Halls

10
6

Industrial
Schools
Foster Homes

25
43
25
29

Service Stations

Garages
Hotels
Restaurants
Dry Cleaners

2
8

7
16

27
5

Bulk Plants

4

Permit Inspections
Oil Burners
Complaints
Dwelling
Fire Investigations

Mercantile

TOTAL

18

9
13

37
30
189

503

1969

One

Fire:

***Accounted for Estimated $197,073.66 Insured
Property amounting to |239,358.26.

loss

out of Total for

all

Dwellings continue to be the prime target for fire with leading causes for
loss being careless use of Smoking Materials, Children &: Matches, and
Misuse or Breakdown of Electrical Equipment.
Aggressive Fire Fighting and Fire Ground Operations contributed much
in holding the Structural and Contents loss in 13 Dwelling Fires to the

Minimum.

TRAINING DIVISION
The new

training building was used for ladder-hose and rescue drills

during the year.

A

demonstration using the building was held during Fire Prevention

Week.
During the winter months

mouth
cases.

drills

were conducted stressing the use of

mouth resuscitation and closed chest massage for cardiac arrest
Resusci Anne received extensive use during these training sessions.
to

Driver training was a continuing operation during the year.

An
and

obstacle course was used to determine driver
reaction.

judgment

of distance

The

use of Master streams was another subject covered thoroughly
throughout the summer months.
Officer attended a Seminar on New Training Methods
held at the Baltimore City Fire Department Training Center, Baltimore,

The Training
Md.

The

training division has obtained a complete sprinkler system from a
building demolished through Urban Renewal; when set up again in the
training building this should prove to be very beneficial to the training

program.
Total

man

hours spent on Training was 6,983.

FIRE

ALARM

DIVISION

The

Fire Alarm Division saw another busy year in 1969 in maintaining
the City's Fire Alarm and Police systems.
Fire

Alarm Boxes

New Alarm Box

tested

during the year totaled 247.

installations in East

Concord totaled

6 (Nos. 95, 96, 911,

921, 922, 913).

Box

8

was installed

at

Concord Heights

Station.

Approximately 45 miles of Circuit Cable
55

Way

was trimmed of Brush.

Fire

Alarm and

Some 5000

A

Police Boxes throughout the City were repainted.

feet of

Alarm

C;able was installed throughout the City.

Total of 10 Boxes were placed

in service

during the year.

Division met with other City Departments and mapped plans
removal of Fire Alarm Boxes from those areas subject to flooding.

The Alarm
for

of Tele-Cable to Concord made it necessary for the
Division to spend a lumiber of months in the field transferring
Boxes to new poles and raising Cable where necessary.

The coming

56

Alarm
Alarm

River Flooding Emergency Planning.

The

possibility of spring flooding

and May due to the excessive snow cover on the ground.
An emergency meeting was called by Civil Defense to formulate plans
to cope with the threat. Police Captain Richard Campbell was named
coordinator of emergency planning. The committee consisted of representatives from city departments, utilities, news media, Red Cross, Salvation Army, Civil Defense, rescue unit and other volunteers. Two hundred
cots and blankets were brought into the city from State Civil Defense
headquarters. These are stored at American Red Cross and Salvation
existed in April

headquarters. A request for Federal assistance in diking the river
resulted from a meeting that was attended by City Manager John Henchey. Planning Director Gustav Lehtinen, Public Works Superintendent
Ronald Ford, Richard Bartlett and Director Richard Brodeur. This request was later turned down by the Corps of Engineers. Police Boys'
Club, Jaycees, Citizen Band Clubs and numerous volunteers offered their

Army

services

during the flooding

Public Relations.

crisis.

Army photographers were

fallout shelter facilities at

New Hampshire

in the city in

Savings

National Bank. Stanley Chapman and Kenneth
the photo crew in their respective banks.

May

to film

Bank and Concord

W. Feldhusen

assisted

Two

hundred and fifty newsletters were distributed monthly. Notes of
on civil defense, other agencies and a touch of local emergencies
were included in the monthly issues. The distribution includes local
government, CD personnel, local emergency agencies with several copies
going to State and Region Civil Defense and the Department of Deinterest

fense in the Pentagon.
fires and other emergencies were used throughout the year for
training purposes. These films were also shown to various groups. Our
color film of the disastrous Jordan-Milton fire last May had a heavy book-

Movies of

ing.

CIVIil

defense

Help. Numerous Medical Self Help courses were conducted
high school, utilities, civic groups and emergency agencies. The
American Red Cross conducted many ol these popular courses. Civil
Defense training officer Lawrence Beede conducted several training sessions and participated in many of the training seminars held in the area.

Medical

Self

at the local

Administration. Mrs. Olive Totten completed another busy year in the
Civil Defense office in City Hall. Routine correspondence, logging of
slielter supplies received in the city, updating of shelters and personnel
rosters are but a few of her regular duties. Layout of oiu' monthly newsletter and annual report, answering phone and radio calls also add to
the office workload. The budget was prej^ared for consideration in November. Program papers and progress reports were processed and filed
with the State Civil Defense. Only because of full time help at City Hall
is it possible to continue on as director of Civil Defense in the city on a
volunteer basis. Miss Agnes Moberg substituted for Mrs. Totten during
vacation period to keep the office open.

Rescue Squad. The Penacook Rescue Squad completed another busy year
responding to more than one hundred eighty-three emergency calls. The
squad meets twice monthly. Training sessions are usually held at this
time. Rescue I participated in numerous parades and demonstrations
during the year including the fire prevention week program at the training grounds in October. The unit joined fire fighters in a live rescue
from the smoke house.
Shelters.
is

More than twenty tons
to sustain more than

enough

fourteen day period. Updating

of shelter were brought into the city. This
four thousand five hundred people for a
the fallout shelter facilities is a continuing

project.

Air Raid Sirens. The six air raid sirens surrounding the city are tested
simultaneously each Saturday morning at 11:00 o'clock. These are
sounded from a control at Central fire station. Telephone lines carry the
sounding signal to each siren.
Cotnmunications. Communications officer Robert Wright has kept our
equipment in top operating condition. We now have several base radios
in the Emergency Operating Center located in the basement of Central
fire station in addition to four mobile units operating on the fire frequency. Several of the radio networks in the city are monitored by the
fire dispatcher. An emergency broadcast system direct to WKXL was
placed in operation. This system permits emergency broadcasting from
the Emergency Control Center over the local radio station.
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TAX WARRANTS were

issued during the year as follows:

Real and Personal Property

$7,237,307.59
76,285.00
25,108.00
1 1,650.50
2,549.16

Head Tax
Poll Tax
Bank Stock
Timber Yield Tax

—

The above figures include
Original Warrants; Jeopardy Warrants; and
Supplemental Warrants through December 31, 1969.

PROPERTY VALUATION

(Ratio

— 95%)

Total Valuation before exemptions
Blind Exemptions

Neat Stock Exemptions
Poultry Exemptions
Special School Exemptions

.

$162,609,884.00

.

$13,000.00
19,400.00
1,784.00
3,163,400.00

3,197,584.00

Net Value on which 1969

WAR

SERVICE

rate

computed;

TAX CREDIT:

20 Total Exemptions ($600)
1,961

$159,412,300.00

Exemptions

$12,000.00
98,050.00

($50)

Total Granted to Veterans

$110,050.00

POLL TAX EXEMPTIONS TO VETERANS:
2,674 Veterans

$5,348.00

assessing department

TAX RATES FOR THE YEAR

1969:

Concord

Penacook

$19.09

$19.09

Municipal
School

1.65

1.65

24.96

29.80

,$45.70

$50.54

County

TOTAL
COMPILATION — Ten

Year Period:

Net Valuation
Year

R.E.

1960

ir

Pers. Prop.

55%
52%
52%
50%
47%

$54,621,875
55,690,530

1961

1962
196.S

59,28.8,860
61,000..S10

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1 969

61,621,630
132,777,150
136,970,800
154,886,050
159,412,300
159,412,300

*New Hampshire

(TAXABLE VALUATION)

Percentage Level
Property Value
Assessment to ]'alue Exempt to Vets.
$1,628,620
1,691,160
1,691,160
1,673,260
1,740.680
1,690,200
1,709,050
1,594,100
100,675*
110,050*

100%,

100%
100%,

100%

95%

law changed the veteran's exemption to war service
the total amount ol tax on the 1968 list, $100,675.

—

tax credit for 1968
$110,050.

For 1969

—

There were twenty-five (25) meetings of the Board of Assessors during
the year. As of December 31, 1969, the Board received 244 appeals against
real and personal property assessments. The office processed eight hundred and eleven (811) transfers of real estate during the year.
Taxes abated during the year

— 1969 levy only — $30,838.02.
— 1969 levy

Taxes added during the year including Jeopardy

only

—

$5,879.81.

The Department mailed

out 9,272 inventories, received and processed
2,019 Veterans Exemption Forms and 13 Blind Exemptions. Thirty-four
(34) veterans were denied for various reasons.

ACTIVITIES FOR YEAR
During the
of time

and the year

was spent in converting

Department

is

the

first city

1969, a substantial

jjresent records to

John Ambrose and Miss Barbaia McCormack attended
Boston for training on the IBM Card Punch machine.

system. Mr.

School in

1969:

amount
EDP. The Assessing
government department to make use of this

latter part of 1968

The

IBM

preparation proceeded without incident and on July 2nd, the Poll
and Head Tax list and bills were comj^leted and bills in the mail on
July 3rd. On August 18th, the real and personal jjroperty list, computing
of tax bills, printing of tax bills and mailing of same ^vas accomplished.
The Assessing Department Staff are esjiecially grateful to Mr. Shelby
Walker who donated many hours of patient assistance and technical

knowledge.
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1^

»Ji!Hli^«a
The

Collection Department is responsible for the collection of various
accounts and receives payments for the following: real and personal
property taxes, timber yield taxes, bank stock taxes, head and poll taxes,
building, plumbing and electrical permits, water bills, motor vehicle
permits, certificates of title applications, interest charges, ambulance
charges, accident report fees, rent of buildings and facilities, service
charges for water and sewer connections, new street construction costs
and special assessment charges.

The

supplemental received from the Board

1969 tax warrants with
Assessors were as follows:

Balance

Total
Debits

Real and Personal Property

Bank Stock
Timber Yield
Total Property
Poll

Tax

Total Property k Polls
State

Head Taxes

Total

Prepared and mailed notices

to

of

$7,287,307.59

Dec. 31, 1969
$1,027,309.54

11 .650.50

.00

2,549.16

290.37

$7,251,507.25
25,108.00

$1,027,599.91
6,820.00

$7,276,615.25
76,285.00

$1,034,419.91
20,510.00

$7,352,900.25

$1,054,929.91

delinquent tax payers.

Extended the office hours of the Collector's Office until 8:00 P.M. on two
Friday evenings for the convenience of the public in obtaining motor
vehicle permits on March 28 and paying property taxes on November 28.

The

list of unpaid 1968 property taxes was posted on May 5
Collector's Sale of Resident Real Estate was held on June 2. At

advertised

and the

the sale, 270 accounts were offered with 269 accounts bought by the City
of Concord for $138,802.88 and one bought by an individual for $29.41.
The owners have two years to redeem their property from the tax sale.

collection

department

Processed and mailed 299 special assessment

bills

covering 24 projects.

Through

the cooperation ot one ol the local insmance companies, we
were ah)le to change oiu' usual method of processing and billing property,
head and poll taxes to comj^uter method and this proved very beneficial
to this de])artment by a saving of 169 man hours.

The head and poll tax warrants were received on July 2 and it only required 4.34 hours on the computer to process the tax roll sheets and
14,922 bills. Accordingly, all head and poll tax bills were mailed on
July 3.

The

property tax warrant was received on August 19 and computer time
and 9,246 bills amounted to 4.55 hours. Accord-

for the tax roll sheets
ingly, all bills

were mailed on August

20.

to the City for non-payment of the
1966 property taxes. One was withheld from public sale to be used for
future highway jjiuposes. The other two were offered for public sale by
sealed bicl on November 17. On one of the properties we received no
bids but on the other which involved land and buildings, five bids were
received and because of legal questions raised relative to several of the
bids, four hearings were held in Merrimack County Superior Court. The
final disposition of the legal questions will be decided by the State of
New Hampshire Supreme Court.

There were three properties deeded

Since the certificate of title law became effective, the work load of this
dejiartment has increased considerably and resulted in the addition of a
Collection Clerk I position. We are fortunate in having Mrs. Margaret
Buckley filling this position and hope that her employment \vith the
C;ity will be rewarding and enjoyable.

Dining the year, we processed 5,332 certificate of title applications
amounting to $5,332.00; issued 19,858 motor vehicle permits amounting
refunds of $1,089.06 for a net total of $298,121.51; a net
increase of $15,355.12 over last year.

to $293,878.57;

Collections on special assessment amoiuited to $25,251.00.

Collections for cinrent year real estate, jeopardy assessments and head
and poll taxes amounted to $6,273,538.65.
Collections

amounted
For the

from prior year taxes and other miscellaneous revenue

to $1,163,717.76.

first

time, a fee schedule relative to building, plumbing and
was put into effect the latter part of May and for the

electrical permits

balance of the year, this department processed 744 permits amounting to
$8,867.04.

Collections from water bills and penalties

The

amounted

to $531,372.03.

total collected from all sources representing 95,149 accounts amounted to a gross total of $8,436,428.68; abatements $131,072.62; refunds
$53,539.70 resulting in a net total of $8,513,961.60. This compares with
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91,389 accounts in 1968 with a gross total of $8,006,826.51; abatements
$124,859.88; refunds $79,194.09 resulting in a net total of $8,052,492.30.
The net total increase being $461,469.30.

Your Tax Collector attended

fifty-six legislative hearings, N. H. MuAssociation meetings, certificate of title meetings, the Annual
meeting of tax officials conducted by the State Tax Commission, the
N. H. City and Town Clerks Association meeting, and the annual meeting of the New Hampshire Tax Collectors and National Tax Associa-

nicipal

tion.
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HOW YOUR 1969 TAX DOLLAR
SCHOOL

$3,697,372

COUNTY
3.6^
$262,780

CITY
^1.8°^

$3,044,418

HAS BEEN SPENT

finance department

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
control lunction in the management of the finances of the City is
the chief responsibility of the Finance Department. Budgeting, accounting, and reporting of all expenditures and revenues of the city, as well
as the custody and investment of all funds, make up the daily work load

The

of the department.

Established fiscal policy provides for an annual balanced budget, and a
projected six-year capital improvement program for the City of Concord.

Schedules in the financial section of this report set forth the activity and
the year-end position of each of the several funds through which all the
financial transactions of the City are handled. Below is a brief summary
of activity of each fund during the year 1969 and condition at the end
of the vear.

GENERAL FUND
The General Fund

is the largest and most important in the operating
budget of the City. It is from this fund that expenditures are made for
most of the essential City services, such as fire and police protection, snow

removal, street lighting, repair and cleaning, refuse collection and
and recreational facilities, and many other services.

dis-

posal, health

Curreyit Surplus resulting from 1969 operations amounted to 5161,824.40.
Most of this surplus will be used to reduce the amount to be raised by
property in 1970.

—

Outstanding debt payable from the General Fund decreased
New Debt amounting to $110, 000 was incurred, while maturipaid during the year amounted to $492,852 as detailed in the follow-

Debt

$382,852.
ties

ing schedule:

Municipal
School

Total

New Debt

Balance
Dec. 31, 1969

Balance
7/ 1968

Pnxments
During 1969

Issued 1969

1,597,884

257,852

110,000

1,450.032

2,310.000

235.000

00

2,075,000

3,907,884

492,852

110,000

3,525,032

Dec.

,

Interest Rates rose during the year. Our bonds sold at a rate of 6.20%
which compares with 4.10% for the 1968 issue. Rates on borrowing in
anticipation of taxes and other collections ranged from 4.68% in May to
6.25% in June, compared to a high of 3.84% and a low of 2.73% paid in
the previous year. Net interest cost for the year on the short term notes
was $51,389 compared to $27,954 for the previous year. Total interest paid
on long term debt was $53,904 compared to $47,544 paid in 1968.
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I'aluntions, Taxes, Tax Rates
Below is a comparison of valuations,
property taxes and tax rates showing changes from 1968 to 1969.
f)i

Property Taxes Raised

For Mtinicipal Purposes
For School Purposes
For-County Purposes
Total

1968

1969

Amount

2,997.567
3.861,776
291.164

3,043,181
4,035,850

45,614
174,074

263,085

—28,079

crease

Per Cent

1,5%

4.5%
9.6%

—

The year began with a cash surpkis of $173,816 and ended
Surplus
with $1 13,930 a decrease of $59,886.
Debt

— Long

paid.

No new

term debt decreased by $10,000 as a result of
debt was incurred during the year.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT

—

Receipts

maturities

FUND

Total receipts of this fund were $35,458. Disbursements
Cash balance at the end of the year was $7,912.

totalled $30,727.

— Long term debt decreased during the year from $98,163

Debt
003.

No new

to $71,-

debt was incurred. Maturities paid totalled $27,160.

WATER FUND
Revenue

—

Water

rentals yielded a

total of $444,732

above the $423,799 realized in 1968. Receipts from
to .$451,995 or $26,847 more than in 1968.

all

which

sources

is 4.9%
amounted

—

Cash surplus increased from $172,077 at the beginning of the
Surplus
year to $282,824 at the close of the year.

Debt

—

Net decrease of long term debt of

this

fund was $25,000

as a

result of maturities paid in 1969.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

&

REPLACEMENT FUND

Income from equipment rentals amounted to $272,470, while operating
expenditures and depreciation totalled $264,984, resulting in a net gain of
$7,486 for the year.

—

The reserve for replacement of equipment decreased from
$23,100 to $23,093. Expenditures for new equipment totalled $66,262;
additions to the reserve amounted to $66,255. This fund has no outstanding debt.

Reserve
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BALANCE SHEET

GENERAL AND RELATED FUNDS

December

31,

1969

GENERAL FUND ASSETS
Cash

Mechanicks Natl. Bank, General Acct.
Concord Nat'I. Bank, General Acct.
Concord Nat'I. Bank, Payroll Acct.
Cash in Other Banks, General Acct.
Imprest Funds
Cash for Payment of Bonds & Coupons

$53,677.43
93,354.63
15,000.00
12,000.00
1.279.41

295.00

Temporary Investments

1.132,174.75

Taxes Receivable:
Current Year Levy, Property
Current Year Levy, Polls

$1,027,599.91
6,820.00

Tolal Current Year
Less: Reserve for .Abatements

1,034,419.91
15,175.81

Prior Year Levies, Property
Prior Year Levies, Polls
Tax Liens Bf)ught by City, Unredeemed

24,035.10
274.00
102,253.02

Total Prior Years &: Lhiredeemed
Less: Reserves for Non-Realization

126„562.12
44,749.70

Accounts Receivable:
S: Sewer Rentals
Departmental Receivables
Cemetery Receivables

AV'ater

Less: Reserves for

Non- Realization

Stores Accounts:

Public Works Mat. & Supplies Inventory
Stationery &: Supplies Inventory
Postage Meter Inventory
Less: Reserves for

Tax Deeded

Properties:

Less: Reserve for

State

Non-Realization

Non-Realization

Head Taxes Receivable
Tf)lal Ck'iieral

Fund

Assets

TRUST FUND ASSETS
Investments
Cash, Concord Nat

'I.

Bank

CAPITAL FUND ASSETS
Dept Requirements, Municipal
Debt Requirements, School

1,019,244.10

$1,307,781.22

GENERAL EUND

LIABILITIES

Accounts Payable:
L'lipresented Bonds &: Cloupoiis
Payroll Deductions Payable

Current Vouchers Payable

Unexpended Appropriations:
Union School Dist., Operating Acct.
Int., Union School Dist., Bonds & Notes
Reserve for Encumbrances
Merrimack \'alley School District

295.00
517.19
45,707.76

46,519.9.'5

1,774„560.75
33,015.88
18,316.45
84,414.27

1,910,307.35

217,433.65
112,344.34
3,340.10
69,750.71

402,868.80

Due

to Other Funds:
Water Fund
Sanitary Sewer Fund
Parking Meter Fund

Equip. Maintenance

&:

Replacement Fund

Advance Deposits:
Taxes Due to State of N. H.:
Head Taxes
Timber Yield Tax, a/c Debt Retirement Fund

1,064.37

42,603.00
493.92

Total General Fimd Liabilities

Cmrent

43,096.92
2,403,857.39

Surplus:

161,824.40

Total General Fund Liabilities & Surplus

TRUST FUND

2,565,681.79

LIABILITIES

Principal

1,059,037.80

Accinnidated Income

,54,778.71

1,113,816.51

3,524,092.00
939.82

3,525,031.82

449,447.12
97,991.65
11,565.02

559,003.79

CAPITAL FUND LIABILITIES
Bonded Debt
Advance by State

for Airport Construction

BOND FUND

LIABILITIES

Reserve for Constr. or Equip. Authorized
Reserve for Encumbrances
Reserve for School Construction

GRAND TOTAL

— LIABILITIES

7,763,533.91
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STATEMENT OF CURRENT SURPLUS
For the Year Ended December
Unappropriated Balance, December
Applied to 1969 Budget

—
31,

31, 1968

Balance Remaining
1969 Budget Surplus:

Unencumbered Balance of .Appropriations
Revenue in Excess of Estimates

Unencumbered Balances of Prior Year Appropriations
Excess Reserves Licjuidated:
Reserve Against Non Realization of Stores Accts.
Reserve Against Tax Deeded Property

Plus:

Sub-Total
Less: .Additional Reserves Set

To
To

Up:

Increase Reserve Against Prior Year Taxes
Increase Reserve Against .Accounts Receivable

GENERAL FUND
1969
100,162.81
100,000.00

STATEMENT OF REVENUES
For the Year Ended December
Budget
Estimate
Local Taxes

— Excl. Curr. Yr. Prop.

Added Taxes,

Prior Yrs., Poll
Interest Penalties & Costs

Auto Permits
Rent & Profit Tax Deeded Prop.

Timber Severance Tax

6"

Polls

500.00
25,000.00
270,000.00

—

1,500.00

31,

1969

Revenxies

Vnclassified
Interest Income
Sale of Property
Sale of Ordinances

6,000.00
500.00
fo.oo

Other
Payment in Lien of Taxes

All

TOTAL

MISC:.

REVENUES

Current Year Property
Property
Poll

&

Polls

Tax

Tax

National Bank Stock

Tax

TOTAL REVENUES
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BALANCE SHEET

—

PARKING METER FUND

December

31,

1969

Assets:

Due From General luiul
Due From Special Assessment Fund

3,340.10
5,000.00

Debt Requirements

.50,000.00

58,340.10

Liabilities:

50,000.00
8,340.10

Bonded Debt
Unappropriated Current Surplus

58,340.10

STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
PARKING METER FUND
For the Year Ended December

Cash Balance. January

1,

31,

1969
15,771.68

1969

Rei'enues:

Meter Collections
Parking Penalties

46 ,,543.66

"

10.179.00

56,722.66

72,494.34

Operating Expenditures:
Meter Repairs and Maintenance
Enforcement
Collecting & Accounting
Marking Pavements
Maintenance of Parking Areas
Insurance
Retirement Contributions
Lighting

Debt Service:
Payment on Bonds &: Notes
Interest on Bonds & Notes
Cnj>itnl Outlay:

Equipment

10,800.00

Total Expenditures

Cash Balance, December

64,154.24
31,

1969

8,340.10

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

&

REPLACEMENT FUND

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
For Ihe Year Ended December

31, 1969

Eqii ip m e n i Earni ngs

272,470.04

Operating Expenditures:
Direct Labor
Indirect Labor

56,9.56.04

21.190.78
8,077.60

Leaves & Longevity
Building Repairs
Gasoline, Oil &: Repair Parts
Supplies, Tools & Shop Equipment
Fuel, l^tilities. Insurance &: Retirement

1 ,336.59
87,807.04
7.210.99
20,504.20

203,173.24

Depreciation

Net gain

61,810.87

for Period

264,984.11
7,485.93

BALANCE SHEET
December

31,

1969

Assets:

Equipment
Due from General Fimd

923,553.55
69,750.71

ir Funds:
Municipal Investment
Capital Reserve Fund
Surplus December 31, 1969

924,117.34
67,880.66

993,304.26

Liabilities

1,306.26

993,304.26

STATEMENT OF RESERVE ACCOUNT
Balance, January

1,

1969

23,100.06

Additions:

Depreciation
Equipment Sold

Equipment Purchase:
Balance,

December

61,810.87
4,444.06

(as

89,354.99
21,474.33

per detail)

31, 1969

67,880.66

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT FUND
DETAIL OF EQUIPMENT PURCHASED
1
1
1

Sweeper
Truck, 5

9,631.44
2,250.00
1,872.09
3,525.80
4,195.00

Ton

Sedan, 4 Door
up Trucks, i/. Ton
Tractor with Loader

2 Pick
1

66,254.93

21,474.33

84

WATER FUND

BALANCE SHEET
December

31,

1969

ASSETS
Fixed Assets:

Water & Flowage Rights
Land
Structures

Pumping &
Dis.

Purification

Equipment

Mains, Services, Hydrants & Meters

Other Equipment and Garage Equipment
Unfinished Construction

Emergency Pumping Station

Less:

Facilities

•

Reserved for Depreciation

167,663.11
211,975.37
529,952.09
89,662.52
1,968,994.54
77,065.83
130,454.46
91,591.80

3,267,357.72
964,691.67

2,302,666.05

217,433.65
69,071.83
64,444.03

350,949.51

Current Assets:

Due from General Fund
Itivestments
Materials & Supplies, Inventory

2,653,615.56

LIABILITIES

AND FUNDS

Long Term Liabilities:
Bonded Debt

35,000.00
16,450.84

Share in Special Assessment Projects

Fund Balance and

51,450.84

Surplus:

Municipal Investment
Contributions in Aid of Construction
Surplus, Balance Jan. 1, 1969
Net Profit for the year 1969

963,194.74
316,572.62
1,174.585.67
147,811.69

1,322,397.36

2,602,164.72
2,653,615.56

STATEMENT OF OPERATION

—

For the Year Ended December

WATER FUND

31,

1969

OPERATING REVENUE
Commercial
Commercial

Rate
Sales, Metered
Industrial Sales, Metered
Miscellaneous Water Revenues
Sales, Flat

3,132.01

370,365.25
68,148.57
836.20

85

442,482.03

OPERATING EXPENSES

WATER SUPPLY
Source of Supply Labor

1,587.78

Pumping

Station Labor
Purification Labor

Miscellaneous Labor
Gravity System Supplies and Expenses
Pumping Station Supplies and Expenses
Purification System Supplies & Expenses
Fuel for Power
Power Purchased
Repairs to Water Supply Structures &: Equip.
Repairs to Pumping Sta. Structures & Equip.
Repairs to Purification Sys. Structures & Equip.

29,263.32
5.933.13
2,544.62
4,469.83
5,232.14
18,306.40
361.06
3,822.12
124.89

71,645.29

45,393.68
7,691.60
243. .50
2„505.71
8,693.27
3,661.66
4,629.21
4,595.11
4,651.02

82,064.76

DISTRIBUTION
Distribution

Wages

Meter Department Labor
Meter Department Supplies & Expenses
Other Distribution Supplies & Expenses
Repairs to Structures
Repairs to Mains
Repairs to Services
Repairs to Hydrants
Repairs to Meters

ADMINISTRA TION
Commercial Office Salaries
Meter Reading Salaries
Commercial Supplies S: Expenses

4.148.97
12,540.50
2.875.28
9,737.03
6,000.00
2.999.80
2,711.16
2,383.21
9,194.42
30,645.68

Salary of General Officer
Salary of General Office Clerk

General Office Expenses
Repairs to General Office St. & Equip.
Other General Expense
Insurance
Longevity, Annual & Sick Leaves &
Retirement Fund Payments
Stores Dept. &: Shop Expense

2,062.91
7,258.83

Garage Expense
Stationery

& Printing

.88

92,558.67

51,467.36
123.12

51„590.49

CHARGES
Depreciation

Taxes
Total Operating Expenses

297,859.20

Operating Income

144,622.83

Non Operating Income:
Income from Invested Funds
Miscellaneous Income
Interest on Extensions

3,416.30
2,249.84
100.67

5,766.81

150,389.64

Non Operating

Expense:
Interest Expense

Net

Profit for the

2,577.95

147,811.69

Year

86

BALANCE SHEET

—

SANITARY SEWER FUND

December

31,

1969

ASSETS
Fixed Assets:
Land & Right of
Sewer Mains

Way

Manholes
Customer Connections
Sundry Equipment

38,274.97
1,592,533.60
244,096.77
259,002.82
16,346.10

Less Reserve for Depreciation

2,150,254.26
943,353.67
1,206,900.59
66,530.15
14,769.42

Deferred Engineering Charges

Bond Fund

Assets

Current Assets:
Due from General Fund
Investments
Loan to Special Assessment Fund

112,344.34
38,189.33
8,544.42

159,078.09
1,447,278.25

LIABILITIES

&:

FUNDS

Long Term Liabilities:
Bonded Debt

70,000.00
9,849.16

Share in Special Assessments

Fund Balance &

Surplus:

Municipal Investment
Contributions in Aid of Constr.
Surplus Balance: Jan. I, 1969
Less Adjustment of Prior Year Acct.

Net

79,849.16

46i,871.96
342,885.09
519.148.19
10.38

519,137.81
40,534.23

Profit for the year 1969

559,672.04

1,367,429.09
1,447,278.25

87

STATEME.NT OF OPERATIONS

—

SANITARY SEWER FUND

For the Year Ended December

31, 1969

OPERATING REVENUES
Seu'er Rents:
73,156.81
28,238.10

General
Industrial

OPERATING EXPENSE.S
General Operations, Admin., Etc.:
Main and Manhole Operating Expense
Hovi.se Conn. Operating Expense
Maintenance of Mains &: Manholes
Misc. General Expen.se
Meter Reatling & Billings
Employees Retirement
Dej)reriatinu

Operating Income
Add: Non-Operating Income:
Interest on Investments

Deduct: Non-Operating Expenses:
Interest Expense

Net

Profit for the

Year

15,057.97
4.779.24
7,689.14
892.76
3,042.31
1 ,592.24

101, .394.91

CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
July

Mr. John

E.

8,

1970

Henchey, City Manager

City of Concord

New Hampshire
Dear

Sir:

We

have made an examination of the combined Balance Sheet of the
December 31, 1969, and the related Statements of
Revenue and Appropriations. Our examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures
City of Concord as at

as

we considered

necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying Financial Statements present fairly
the financial position of the City of Concord at December 31, 1969, and
the results of their operations for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

Respectfully submitted,

John

E.

Rich

&:

Company

Certified Public Accountants

COMMENTS ON FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

—

Exhibit A
shows the balance sheets of
ments of the City of Concord, N. H.

Combined Balance Sheet

Exhibit

A

all

the various funds

and depart-

General Fund

Taxes

— Schedule B-2

In 1969, the amount of money to be raised by taxes increased from
17,150,507 to 17,342,116 or an increase of $191,607. This, in turn, increased the tax rate of Concord from $45.20 to $45.70, and the Penacook
rate from $48.40 to $50.54. The collection percentage increased and at
year end only 14.2% of the current property tax levy was outstanding
compared to 14.3% at the end of the previous year.

At December 31, 1969, a number of cases were pending against the City
on tax assessments of 1969 and prior years.

Up

some cases had been settled and the money
However, the following cases remain unsettled at this

to the date of this report,

refunded

in

1970.

time.

Superior Court

Union Construction Company v. City of Concord
Concord Natural Gas v. City of Concord
89

Tax Commission

3.

Acquilla Company
Capitol Shopping Center. Inc.
Concord Drive-In Corp.

4.

Grand Union Company

5.

Jensen's, Inc.

6.

National Fence and Granite Co., Inc.
Paul's School
Joseph T. Turcott

1.

2.

7.

8.

St.

Surplus

— Schedule B-4
December 31, 1969 amounted
shown on Schedule B-4.

The

surplus at
of the surplus is

Statement of Revenue

to .1161,824.40.

An

analysis

— Exhibit C

Exhibit C shows the actual revenue received of 3^7,938,601.55 as compared
with a budget estimate of $7,886,656.00 or an excess of actual revenue
received over estimated of |5 1,945. 55. This amount was transferred to
surplus.

Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures

— Exhibit D

Exhibit D shows that appropriations carried forward from 1968 were
$1,886,673.81. This amount, in addition to the 1969 appropriation of
$7,986,656.00 and expendable income of $138,410.58, was available for
expenditures. Actual expenditures for 1969 amounted to $7,929,146.86,
with $1,910,307.35 being carried forward to the 1970 appropriation and
$172,286.18 being transferred to Surplus.

Trust Eunds

—

-

Exliibit

E

In 1969, trust fund income increased from $90,939 in 1968 to $96,299.
in the amount of $98,045 was transferred to the General Fund.
New trusts received amounted to $17,795. The securities at the Concord
National Bank were counted on July 10, 1970.

Income

Bond Indebtedness

— Exhibit G

amount of $140,000 were incurred and
amounted to $563,011.95. Bonds sold at
compared with 4.10% for the 1968 issue.

During 1969, new debts in the
maturities paid during the year
a rate of

6.20%

Sanitary Sewer

as

Eund

— Exhibit H

In 1969, the City budgeted $100,000 for a sewerage treatment plant and
at December 31, 1969 had disbursed $54,851.75 and encumbered the balance of $45,148.25 to be paid in 1970. The surplus of the fund increased
from $519,148.19 to $559,672.04.
Special Assessment

In 1969 no

new

Eund

— Exhibit ]

projects were

added

to the Special

90

Assessment Fund.

— Exhibit K

Parking Meter Fund

Income from parking meter collections and penalties amounted to
$56,722.66 and expenditures, including capital outlay of $10,800 and
debt payment of $8,000, amounted to $64,154.21 which resulted in a
decrease of the surplus of $7,431.58.
District

Court

— Exhibit L

We

have made an examination of the following District Court checking
accounts at December 31, 1969:

General Fund Account

$107.92

Account
Small Claims Account
Probation Account
Bail

1,985.35
125.00
2,094.23

However, no detailed records were available so that we could substantiate
the items making up the balances in the Bail, Small Claims and Probation Accounts. Additional records should be installed to enable the clerk
to prove these balances.

Equipment Maintenance and Replacement Account

— Exhibit M

During the year $66,262 worth of new equipment was purchased. Income
from equipment rentals amounted to $272,470 and operating expenditures and depreciation amounted to $264,984, resulting in an increase in
the surplus of $7,486.

Water Department

An

audit of the

summarized

— Exhibit N

Water Department was made and

the operations are

as follows:

Revenue

(All Sources)

$448,248.84

Expenditures including:
Depreciation

300, f 37. 15

Net Income

$147,811.69

We

understand that there is a plan to establish a perpetual inventory
control on materials and supplies.

The

general records of this department have not been revised and updated to conform with modern bookkeeping procedures.

General

We

received a letter from Mr. R. Peter Shapiro, Cii.y Solicitor, stating
that the following cases were presently pending against the City of Con-

cord

:

Joseph Michaelson

v.

City of Concord

91

(Damages claimed

— $10,000)

A TELEPHONE DIRECTORY OF CITY SERVICES
Phone

Department
Manager

Service
Administration, General
Airport (Maintenance)

224-2391

City

Engineering

2241955

Ambulance

Police

Assessments
Auditorium

Assessors
City Hall Dept.
Licensing Board

225-2706
224-0241

—
Rental
— License

Auto Permits

Manager)

Collector
Police
Police
City Clerk

Bicycle Licenses
Beano Licenses
Birth Certificates

Bookmobile

Library
Building

Building Permits
Cemeteries
City Council

& Inspection

Cemetery

Engineering

City Clerk
Defense
Licensing Board
City Clerk
City Clerk
City Clerk
Engineering

FIRE
FIRE

FIRE
FIRE

Civil

224-2395-(
(City

Defense

Civil

Dance Licenses
Death Certificates

Dog Licenses
Elections

—
— CONCORD
PENACOOK

(City

Manager)

2240591
224-0591
224-1955
225-3355
225-3355
224-1955
224-0951
224-0521
224-0521
224-5515
225-2743
224-1955
224-0591
224-0521
224-0591
224-2397
224-1091
224-0591
224-0951
225-2775

Engineering
Recreation & Parks
Health
Health

Garbage Collection
Golf Course
Health, Public

Laboratory
Legal Matters
Library
Maps, City
Marriage Certificates
Milk Licenses & Inspection
Mortgages & Conditional Sales

City

224-2391
224-4261
225-2706
225-2706
224-0591
225-2743
224-2397
225-3911
224-0591
224-4342
224-2391
224-0591

Solicitor

Burner Inspection
Old Age Assistance
Ordinances & Resolutions
Parks & Recreation
Payments by City
Personnel
City
Planning
Playgrounds
Plumbing Permits

Library
Engineering
City Clerk
Health
City Clerk
Building & Inspection
Welfare
City Clerk
Recreation & Parks
Finance
Personnel
Planning
Recreation & Parks
Building & Inspection

POLICE

POLICE

224-1955
224-0951
224-2397
225-2706

Purchasing

Purchasing

224-2395-1

Recreation & Parks
Refuse Collection

Recreation & Parks
Public Works

Relief
Sanitation, Public

Welfare
Health

Sewers
Snow Plowing & Sanding

Public
Public

Soldier's Relief
Reported Out
Street Lights
Street Maintenance

Welfare
Concord Electric Co.

Taxes

Collector

224-0951
224-1955
224-1091
224-0521
224-1955
224-1955
224-1091
224-2311
224-1955
224-4261
224-1955
225-5574
224-4261
753-4073
224-1091
224-1955

Oil

—

—
— Payment
City
Water — Service
— Payment

Public

of

Bills

Works

Water
Collector

of

Weights & Measures
Welfare

Weights & Measures
Welfare
Zoning Permits & Changes

Engineering

For prompt

INVOLVED.
call, dial

Works
Works

Engineering

Trees,

Water

224-2395-1

the

If

SERVICE

dial the

DEPARTMENT

you are uncertain about where

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE,

to

224-2391.

U1H0C«AIH£D

IN

O.SX - EVANS MINUNC

CO..

CONCOM),

N.

H

